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The total per cent of '1909 taxes
collected up to January' 1, by the
treasurer and
collection of
the Territory was 38.3 per cent which
is a fine showing, considering that onf
of the taxes fell due on
ly
December 1 and the other half does
not fall due until June 1. The following is the showing made by each county as compiled by Traveling Auditor
Charles V. Safford:
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'

-
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repeated promises to report the statehood bill, Senator Beveridge will presenter have another senator present,
a new draft of the statehood bill on
Monday with the request that it be ordered printed and be recommitted to
the senate committee of territories.
While its details are not given out, reliable information has it that it will
Bernalillo, 43; Chaves. 40; Colfax,
eliminate some land grants to the ter- 47.8; Curry, 35.4; Dona Ana, 36.2;
ritories which the Hamilton bill had Eddy, 42.9; Grant, 48.0; Guadalupe,
provided in lieu of the $5,000,000 cash 25.6; Lincoln, 38.8;" Luna, 48.2;
58.1; Mora, 35.8 ; Otero, 42.7;
given Oklahoma. It Is to provide that
English must be taught in all schools, Quay, 36.7; Rio Arriba, 36.4; Rooseand that a requisite for federal jurors velt, 31.1; Sandoval, 21.8; San Juan,
and office holding be knowledge of the 40.8; San Miguel, 18.6; Santa Fe, 32.2;
English language; that the federal Sierra, 36.9; Socorro, 35.4; Taos, 44.5;
retain suzerainty over Torrance, 39.2; Union, 37.2; Valencia,
government
the waters of the territory; that a con- 37.9.
stitutional convention be held this
District Court.
summer and that the constitution ratIn district court today Judge John
ified by the people be subject to rejec- R. McFie heard the mandamus case
tion or approval by Congress and by of Game Warden Thomas P. Gable
'
vs. Territorial Auditor W. G. Sarthe President.
elec- gent, to determine whether the surno
to
The bill is
provide that
tion for territorial legislative or coun- plus or any part of the surplus of
ty officials be held this November, but $5,000, in the game protection fund,
that' instead, the proposed constitu- can be expended for the establish
tion be submitted to the people; that ment of a fish hatchery.
In chambers this forenoon, Judge
no legislature be held next year and
that" present officials hold over until McFie heard another instalment of
case involving
the state officers to be elected in No- the Stevenson-True- ,
vember, 1911, take office. However, title to lands in the Espanola valley.
District court meets at Estancia on
the bill is not to be passed until just
before Congress adjourns and a move- Monday. Judge McFie will preside.
Notaries Public Appointed.
ment may be started not to take action
on it until the short session of ConActing Governor Nathan Jaffa togress when the census figures will be day appointed the following notaries
Arcadio Sais, Bernardo, Soavailable and then to apportion the public:
delegates to the constitutional conven- corro county; Miss Mary Agnes
of Roswell, Chaves county;
tions according to the . population of
each couaty as returned for the 1910 Harry P.' Owen of Albuquerque, Bercensus, so as to give the newcomers nalillo county; Albert C. Huckins,
to the Territory in the eastern coun- Levy, Mora county.
Colorado-Arizonties more equitable representation.
Railroad Co.
In that case, the regular elecIncorporation papers are being filed
Railroad
tions would be held this November. for the
The new bill is to be known as the Company capitalized at $4,000,000 and
Beveridge bill and it is reported that which will build a railroad from near
Senator Beveridge is ambitidus te Lordsburg on the Southern Pacific to
have the enabling act for the two "ter- Durango, Colorado, passing through
ritories known by his name rather western New Mexico.
than that of Representative Hamilton. Congratulating Superintendent Clark.
Many congratulatory telegrams are
Friends of Senator Beveridge, however, say that this is absurd and that being received from the educational
he will report a safe and sane bill departments of various states upon
the compilation of school anniversary
whose main object is to safeguard the
exercises recently published by the
interests of the people of the two
in regard to the constitution territorial superintendent of public
instruction.
to be adopted and that otherwise the
Water Rights Applications.
hill
will
be
of
Hamilton
the
provisions
Territorial
Engineer Vernon L. Sulaccepted by the Senate.
livan today rejected the application of
Delegate W. H. Andrews introduced Louis E. Lamb of Bluewater, Valencia
in the House a bill granting a pension county, for the waters of Ashfork
to Margarita B. Ryan. It was referred Canon, a
tributary of the San Jose,
to the committee on invalid pensions. on the
that the water had been
ground
The name of Judge John R. McFie
already.
appropriated
to
sent
to
be
the
for reappointment is
In Application No. 297, of E. A.
Senate next Friday afternoon and very Clayton
of Artesia, Eddy county, perlikely the name of the new judge for mission was
given to use the waters
the Territory will be sent in at the
to reclaim 160
Springs
same time as the department of jus- lOfRunyon
acres.
tice has had complete reports on all
Application No. 300, George T. Lamthe candidates who were considered
of Dorsey, Colfax county, for the
bert
for the place.
floodwaters of Tinaja creek to a maxWill Be State By 1912.
imum diversion of 350 second feet
(By Associated Press.)
was grated for the reclamation of
Washington, Jan. 29. The Arizona
acres at a cost of $45,000.
and New Mexico statehood hills
now practically complete and Sena- BLACK HAND MEMBERS
tor Beveridge, chairman of the SenGIVEN STIFF SENTENCE.
ate committee on territories, spent
Toledo. Ohio, Jan. 29. All fourteen
half a day with President Taft going Sicilians on trial here
charged with
over them. A new feature is in the
Black Hand conspiracy were found
separation of the popular vote on the guilty today.
constitution this November from the
Salvatore Lima,, the leader, was
election of state officers. The constisentenced to sixteen years imprisontution being adopted, it must then be ment. The others were sentenced
submitted for approval to the Presi- to two to ten
years. Three were
dent and Congress. The election of
new trials.
granted
state officers is to take place a year
New York, Jan. 29. Rafaelo Pisa-no- ,
after the adoption of the constitution,
the earliest possible date for this be- in leader of the Black Hand Society
Brooklyn, was sentenced to twenty-fiving in November 1911.
years in Sing Sing for attempted
It is also provided that the schools murder.
states
be
new
shall
of the
conducted
"The full limit of punishment is not
in the English language.' Particular severe
enough in your case," said
attention is given to the disposition
Fawcett.
"Life sentence should
Judge
of the public lands and every safebe Inflicted for black hand offenses
been
about
them
thrown
to
has
guard
make sure that they will not fall into such as the character of your crime".
You have been convicted of aiding and
the hands of improper persons or coran atporations. .Senator Beveridge
says abettingto Pasquale Albano inCacace."
murder
tempt
Giuseppe
the bill will be referred at once to
the committee on territories. It will
toe reported back
and LIBERALS HAVE MAJORITY
immediately
WITHOUT NATIONALISTS.
as
in
as
the
rapidly
possible
pushed
Jan. 29. For the first time
London,
Senate.
since the elections, for parliament
have begun, the returns today showed
Death After Long Illness Mrs. the Liberals as a
party to he in the
Rosita E. de Canchez, wife of Manuel lead independent of the Laborites and
A. Sanchez, died on Thursday after- Irish Nationalists.
They iiave the
noon at Las Vegas after a long ill- advantage of one over the Unionists.
ness, caused by an operation. She was The position of the parties this after- aged 39 years and was a daughter moon is Liberals 271; Unionists 270;
of the late Fritz Echert.
Irish Nationalists 80; Laborites 40.
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JUDGE F. W. PARKER.

the contrary, the surface water further invaded the streets, while pressure
from the underground currents opened new crevices in some places, and
others forced up the pavements to
great hammocks, tearing down trees
and lamp posts.
The greatest damage is in the Place
de l'Opera and St. Lazare Caton. At
the former four bad cave-inhave occurred, one in front of the new Equitable Life Assurance Society. But in
front of St. Lazare station the waters
are racing through the Rue De La
Grande and the Bataliere subway.
Joining the flood of the overflowed
severs they have turned the Place
de Havre into a lake and some sections of the Rue de TArcade
and
Boulevard Haussmann in front of the
expitori chapel, erected in memory of
the decapitated Bourbons, are veritable rivers. All buildings in this section were evacuated and are guarded
The big department
by soldiers.
stores including the Printemps and
Galleries Lafayette have been closed
and some of the buildings are likely
to coIlaIJSe- There have been a dozen
lnstances where persons have disap1eared in crevises suddenly opened
umler their feet or have been swePt
awa' bv the sewer flood. A number
Mave become insane through fear and
suffering and many pitiful stories of
families
the rescue of
are told.

S
GIVES GENERAL SATISFACTION
Will Enter Upon His Fourth Term on the Supreme Bench
of New Mexico Charges Against Him Completely
Disproven and He is Given Clear
Bill of Health
Just after going to press last even- the New Mexican received a tele- announcing
gram from Washington
the reappointment of Judge Frank W.
Parker to be an associate justice of
the supreme bench of New Mexico.
The reappointment comes after a
vicious fight had been

made

upon

Judge Parker and augurs well for the
reappointment of Judge John R. McFie, upon whom a similar unjustifiable attack has been made. The reappointment vindicates Julge Parker
completely of the unfounded charges
made against him although to the
thousands that know him in
was
no such vindication
needed, for Judge Parker is the soul
of honor, is highly esteemed by bench
and bar. is utterly incorruptible and
is a jurist of brilliant mental endowments and yet, quiet and unostentatious in his ways. No wonder,
s
therefore, that after the New
can posted the bulletin last evening,
tnere were many expressions oi sai-isfaction that the departmeent of jus- New-Mexic-

Mexi-ihi-

tice and President Taft were not

led by the Apaches who make it their
to nie cnarges against men
who are their superiors in every re
spect.
Hon. Frank W. Parker, who will
thus enter upon his fourth term as
a member of the territorial supreme
court, was born at Sturgis, Michigan,
on October 16, 1860. He graduated
from thf Sturgis hie-- sphnol nnH in
1880 graduated from the law course
of the University of Michigan at Ann
In September 1881, Judge
Arbor.
Parker located at Mesilla, Dona Ana
county. In 1882 he went to Kingston
and the year following to Hillsboro.
Sierra county On December 18, 1897,
he was appointed to the bench by
President McKinley and was twice
reappointed by President Roosevelt
and now again by President Taft. PRISONERS JOIN
MEAT BOYCOTT.
Judge Parker is married and makes
home at Las Cruces. Of course,
he is well known and popular in San- petition warden to KeeD Them on
ia re, aim mis. rarKei, was a iurVegetarian Diet in Future
j mer resident of this city.
Prices Are Falling.
j

i
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DEMANDED

Ballinger-Pincho- t

contioversy

The greater part of the morning
was devoted to the introduction of
documentary evidence from the printed record of the controversy. Glavis
and Senator Nelson had a clash during the morning. The senator asked
Glavis if in his relations with Commissioner Dennett or others there had
been any attempt to hinder him in his
work.
."
"Well, I would have
"Oh, answer it directly yes or no,"
said the senator sharply.
"Yes, they did." Glavis declared
among other things that Mr. Ballinger
on one occasion instructed him not to
pursue the investigation against Representative McLaughlan of California,
who held claims in the Green group of
coal lands in Alaska. He quoted Mr.
Ballinger saying that there had been
too much of that thing. The witness
said he once thought of resigning
from the service in order to give out
the facts in the fraud cases to the
press, but was advised not to do that
as it would make too much scandal at
the beginning of President Taft's ad-

ministration.
Ask Taft's Help Against Insurgents.
Washington, Jan. 29. Representa-

tive Dwight of New York, Republican
whip- of the House,
Representative
Dalzell of Pennsylvania and Representative Boutell of Illinois, called at the
White House yesterday to see what
assistance the President would lend
in stemming the tide of insurgency
which is said now to threaten the existence of the committee on rules.
The last cause for alarm on the
part of the "regulars" was the Fowler resolution, deposing the speaker
as a member of the committee on
rules and trebling its membership.
The regulars want the President's
help very much but Mr. Taft is very
reluctant to become involved in the
factional strife. He made it clear
that his main purpose is to secure the
enactment of certain legislation to
which the Republican party is pledged
and, of course, that he is willing to do
what he can to harmonize the elements in the party when the point
of action is reached upon any of these

measures.

Wants

Congressman

to Be Dry.

half-starve- d

Washington

Washington, Jan. 29. Representative Aiken of South Carolina, wants
the capital of the United States to be
"dry" territory. The southern statesman desires that not a drop of liquor
be sold or given away
within the
confines of the District of Columbia,
not even in a club.
His ideas on this subject are incor
in a bill introduced by him
porated
Norwich, N. Y., Jan. 29 The meat in the House
of Representatives, proboycott has reached the Chenango
that Washington be swamped
county jail here. Several prisoners viding
have agreed to send back their plates under the prohibition wave.
after each meal with the meat un- President Has No Use for Megalo-manictouched
WATER from and a petition to strike meat Washington, Jan. 29. President
the jail bill of fare will be preTaft told the periodical publishers of
sented to Sheriff Walworth.
the United States last night that if
Fifty Thousand Eoycott Posters.
overloaded their criticisms of
Incessant and Heavy Rains New York, Jan. 29. A mile square they
men
in
administrative authority with
of a section of New York's uptown
Falling Throughout
residential district today was placard- unparliamentary expressions and ined with fifty thousand posters appeal- timations as to lack of honorable moRepublic
is going to pay any ating for a boycott on meat. "Eat no tives, nobody
tention
to
them.
meat" cards were nailed to trees along
Although he made no direct allusTHOUSANDS SUFFER FOB FOOD Broadway Central Park and Rivermuck-rackinit was plainly
side Drive, and hung in windows of ion to
at what he was directing his
evident
stores and houses. Meat prices conNo Train Service Into Interoir tinue to fall. Steaks show declines attack.
of four to five cents a pound. Pork is
Since Latter Part of
correspondingly cheaper and so are MISS TRUJILLO AND
December.
LAURIANO OYACA WED.
eggs and butter. But retailers say
that shipments are being cut down
and 'predict within a week to ten Ceremony Performed at the Cathedral
Port Limon, Costa Rica, Jan. 29.
that prices will be on the old
days
By the Very Rev. Fourchegu
Incessant and heavy rains are still
level
or
higher.
This Morning.
There
the
throughout
republic.
falling
has been no train service with the interior since the latter part of Decem- SWOPE AND HIS NEPHEW
Miss Jesusita Trujillo, daughter of
DIED OF POISON. Mr. and Mrs. Anastacio
ber. The entire Zent district as well
Trujillo, and
as the Banana Zone of the upper
Lauriano Oyaca, son of Mrs. Fauslands near the Reventtazon river are Heirs of 'Dead Millionaire Will De- tina R. de Oyaca were married at 7
mand an Investigation By
under water and thousands are sufo'clock this morning in the Cathedra',
State.
in the presence of a large audience
fering for food.
the Yery Rev. Antonio Fourchegu,
by
SHIPP AND ASSOCIATES '
29.
Poison has the vicar general. The bride was
Kansas
Jan.
City,
v:
ARE RELEASED. been found in the organs of Colonel dressed in a beautiful gown of white
Washington, Jan. 29. Sheriff Jos- Thomas D. Swope and his nephew, silk and wore a veil fastened by a
She carried a bouquet
of
eph F. Shipp, Nick Nolan and Luther Chr'sman, and upon this finding the wreath.
Williams, the three men sentenced heirs of the dead millionaire will de- brides roses. The matron of honor
to ninety days in jail for contempt of mand an investigation by the state to was Mrs. Gregorlo Rael, who is the
the supreme court of the United ascertain the cause of death last fall niece of the brideegroom. The best
States for their connection with the of these two men. This definite man was Gregorio Rael.
After the wedding ceremony a
lynching of the negro Johnson in statement was made by a representaChattanooga in 1906, finished their tive of the Swope estate, following the breakfast was served at the bride's
sentences and were released this receipt of the report of chemists in home.- - Covers were laid for thirty.
Mr. and Mrs. Oyaca will reside on
morning. The men leave tonight for Chicago. The inquest probably will
be begun on Tuesday.
Chattanooga.
College street.
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ANSWERS

Washington, Jan. 29. Louis R.
Glavis rsilmed the stand before the
congressional committee investigating
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SAFE DIRECT

Paris, Jan. 2!). The waters of the '
Seine after having reached an unprecedented height and causing enormous destruction, began to recede today. The crest of the flood was
i (ached at
midnight. The waters were
stationary until two o'clock and then
began to fall. At eight this morning
there had been a drop of two inches.
During the night the storm clouds disappeared and the weather cleared.
This morning the sun shone brightly.
Americans All Safe.
Washington, Jan. 29. Ambassador
Bacon at Paris wires the state department that all Americans of that
city are safe. Many, however, have
been compened to vacate their homes
because of flood conditions.
Will Disinfect City.
Paris, Jan. 29. Extensive preparations ate being made for a thorough
cleaning; and disinfection of the city
as soon as the water subsides.
Insane From Fear and Suffering.
Paris, Jan. 29. Despite the subsidence of the flood, the situation
within the city is not improved. On
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But Number Had to Vacate Startling Declaration That AtTheir Homes Because of
tempts Were Made to Hinder
the Flood.
Agents' Work.
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Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 29.
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But It Is Upon a Terrible Further Testimony in the
Scene of Devastation and
Ballinger-PinchInquiry
Desolation
at Washington

Election of State Officers to Be Incorporation Papers for
orado
Railroad ComHeld November 1911 at

Earliest.

KELSON AND

i

Definitely Determined That Almost Forty per Cent of the
Entire Duplicate in TreasTerritories Must Wait
urers' Hands
Two Years
SAFEGUARDING
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Demonstration of Its Practicability to Be Given at
Salt Lake
SCIENTIFIC

WORLD

WONDERS

Sustaining Power of Air at Santa
Fe Much Less Than at Los
Angeles.
Salt Lake, Jan. 29. The aviation
trials of Louis Paulhan in Salt Lake
city are the first invasion of the air
of the higher altitudes by aeroplanes.
For this reason, the exhibition atr
tracts the attention of all who are interested in the science of air navigation. The altitude of Salt Lake is
4,366 feet, so the moment that Paulhan rises from the floor of Salt Lake
valley he is practically the same
height above sea level that he attained in his record breaking ascent
at Los Angeles. The density of the
air and its sustaining power are fourteen and a half per cent lesa than
at sea level.
Santa Fe train
the south and west due
at noon was several hours late this
Late

Once More

No. 10 from

afternoon.
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Wheat

Imperial
Jersey Cream!

Pansy

Four

AlsoVAPIETY FRESH YEAST
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

Winter Grocery
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

DAILY

ROUND UP.

SAY SOMETHING GOOD.
Pick out the folks you like the best
and watch 'em for a while;
They never waste a kindly word,
they never waste a smile;
at
They criticize their fellow-me- n
ev'ry chance they get,
They never found a human just to
suit their fancy yet.
From them I guess you'd learn some
things, if they were pointed out
Some things that evVy one of us
should know a lot about.
When someone "knocks" a brother,
pass around the loving cup
Say something good about him if you
have to make it up.

Bobolink

V V

It's safe to say that every man God
made bolds trace of good
That he would fain exhibit to his fellows if he could;
The kindly deeds in many a soul are

Co.

Telephone

hibernating there,
To show the best that's in them; and

a universal move
Would start the whole world running
in a hopeful, helpful groove.
Say something "sweet" to paralyze
the "knocker" on the spot
Speak kindly of his victim if you
know the man or not.

No. 40

Ap SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINEOF
CALL

The eyes that peek and peer to find
the worst a brother holds,
The tongue that speaks in bitterness,
that frets and fumes and scolds;
The hands that bruise the fallen,
though their strength was made to

raise
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Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
MANUFACTURER

a. OyiLl

JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

FURRIER

&

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining

furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
Vh6on2nB.2ck0ia9d
FRANK F GORMLEY MffXd
SANTA FE, N. M.

e

Undertaker and Eibalmer
J. D. MULLIGAN
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Also Good iot Chickens
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Sail an j
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THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE
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GRAINJHODSE IN SANTA FE.
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SANTA FE, N. M
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eczema on

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There Is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing und
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which Is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surface.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

I

Established 1856.

IN YEARS
Were

Raw All Over and the Humor
was Spreading to Body and Limbs
Professional Treatment did No
Good
Daughter had Eczema,Too.

CUTICURA A SUCCESS
IN BOTH THESE CASES
' I had eczema on
my hands for ten
years. At first it would break out dnjy
winter.
Then
in
it finally came to stay.
I had three good doctors
to do all they
could but none of them did any gcod.
I then used one box of Cuticura Ointment and three bottles of Cuticura
Resolvent and was completely cured.
My hands were raw all over, inside and
out, and the eczema was spreading all
over my body and limbs. Before
I had
used one bottle of Cuticura Resolvent,
together with the Cuticura Ointment,
my sores were nearly healed over, and
by the time I had used the third bottle, I was entirely well. 1 had a good
appetite and was fleshier than I ever
was. To any one who has any skin or
blood disease 1 would honestly advise
them to fool with nothing else, but to
get Cuticura and get well. My hands,
cured by the use of Cuticura, have never
given me the least bit of trouble up to
now.
I cannot recommend Cuticura
highly enough, it has done me and my
family so much gocd. My daughter's
hands this summer became perfectly
raw with eczema. She could get nothing that would do them any good until
she tried Cuticura. She used two bottles of Cuticura Resolvent and one box
of Cuticura Ointment and in two weeks
they were entirely cured. I have used
Cuticura for other members of my family and it always proved successful. I
recommend it to any one with eczema.
After once using it you will never use
anything else. Mrs. M. E. Falin, Speers
Ferry, Va., Oct. 19. 1909."

The weaklings who have stumbled at
the parting of the ways
All these should be forgiven, for they
"know not what they do,"
Their hindrance makes a greater work
for wiser ones like you,
So, when they scourge a wretched, one
KEEPING THE HAIR
who's drained sin's bitter cup,-SaTo prevent dry, thin and falling hair;
something good about him if you
remove dandruff; allay itching and irrihave to make it up.
tation, and promote the growth and
The Pacific Homestead.
beauty of the hair, frequent shampoos
with Cuticura Soap and occasional dressings with Cuticura are usually effective
Insane Man Lodged in Asylum
when all other methods fail. Special
Miguel Lasta, of Santa Rosa, has been and full directions accompany each
of Cuticura.
lodged in the asylum for the insane package
Cuticura Soap (l!6c). Ointment (50c ). Resolvent
at Las Vegas.
(50c). and Chocolate Coated Pills (2ie ). are sold
throughout the world. Potter DruirACbcm. Corp .
j
Arrested on Charge of Horse Steal- - Sole Props., lo7 Columbus Ave.. Boston.
Free. Cuticura Eook on Skiaand Scalp.
ing Sheriff Cleofes Romero of Las
nas
Jr.
C.
on
Bell
vegas,
arrested
the
charge of horse stealing.
MINOR CITY TOPICS
at a Dance Enriquez
Stabbing
Rodriguez has been arrested at Las
Cruces on the charge of having stabbed Jose Estrada at a dance. Estrada
was stabbed in the stomach with a
X
Denver, Colo., Jan. 29.
Forecast for New Mexico: X
pocket knife. .
Fair weather tonight and Sun- - X
Fatally Injured by Fall From Horse
day with stationary tempera- Bertram O. Wright, a newspaper
ture.
Jt
inman of Albuquerque, was fatally
from
thrown
a
jured by being
spirited
horse. The base of his
skull was
Editor Assaulted Editor A. C. de
:
fractured.
Baca, Jr., of La Opinion Publica at
Mail Pouch Robbed It has been Albuquerque, had Jesus Gallegos arbeen announced that a United States rested on the charge of assault with
mail pouch was robbed in December a deadly weapon, accusing Gallegos
between Clovis and Roswell. Inspec- with striking him over the eye with
a blunt instrument. After Gallegos
tors are investigating.
spent a night in jail de Baca withPurchase
Street Railway
May
drew
the charge and Gallegos was reEastern capitalists are at Las Vegas
leased.
over
of
the
the
looking
properties
Las Vegas Light and Power company
Justice of the Peace Elecetion at
which is operating the street railway Roswell Despite a furious fight on
system, with a view of purcnase.
him by the Democratic Roswell Daily
Directors Elect Officers The direc- Record, R. D. Bell was elected justors of the Willard Mercantile Com- tice of the peace by a vote of 320
pany elected John Becker, president; against D. W. Elilott who received
Max. Nordhaus, vice president; B. S. 1C1 votes; and Fred Behringer was
Jackson,
secretary and treasurer. elected constable by a vote of 330
These together with C. R. Reinken against 150 votes for A. S. Leaton, in
and Charles Ilfeld comprise the board Precinct No. 2, Chaves county.
of directors.
Fire Damages Residence The residence of Dr. H. W. Heymann was, at
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Las Vegas, damaged by fire caused by
Take L XATIVK BROMO Quinine Tablets
a servant scattering burning alcohol Druggists refund money if it fails to cure
K W
GROVE'S
signature is on each
accidentally over bedding. Rev. Nor- Box,
25c.
man Skinner of the Presbyterian
church, and Ludwig W. Ilfeld, helped
Dr. Heymann to extinguish the flames.
j
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KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER SHOP
For 19 years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in a ant a Fe.
OUR NEW PITCH

TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete (ine of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.

Incorporated 1903.

WE AGAIN OFFER TO
OUR MANf PATRON 5

An Exceptional Opportunity
COMMENCING MONDAY JANUARY 17.
AND CONTINUING. FOR ?TWO
WEEKS ONLY'OUR ENTIRE LINE

Muslin Underwear
We have marked these goods down and they
will be sold below the manufacture cost. Every
thing in the line rfferedis bright, and stylish.
Come early aid make your selection while the
stock is complete and get the best value ever
effered the people of Santa Fe.

SELIGIN

BROS. COMPANY

- FOR HALF

PHONE 36

A

CENTURY

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

IN THE

P. O. BOX 219

CITY.

THE SAME OLD STORY
DEAR FRIENDS:

During the past week, we have had so
many of our Friends coining tn us with
the old story of a DULL RAZOR, and
the experience of so many of those
unpleasant shaves. We are glad to say
that we were able to send ihem away
from our Store pleaded and happy.
HOW DID WE DO THIS YOU ASK,
We

"Listen,

absolutely gnarantee to

any person in the City of Santa Fe, or
vicinity a MODERN COMBINATION
RAZOR STROP UPON TEN DAYS
TRIAL, that will sharpen any old Raaor
thatyou may oossess and can oe operated
by a small Boy. We will be pleased to
give you a demonstration of this Strop
any time you nnd it convenient to call,
and would bf plfaspd to have you bring
your "OLD RAZOR'' and let us put an

tdge

w
Phone
No 14

on

ood-Bavi-

it for you.

C

HARDWARE CO.

k-

If It's Hardware We Have It

oal

WHOLESALE
AfSD RETAIL

Screened

I

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone 85

beras

g

Lump

CERRILLOS

Smithiig Coal.
Sawed Wood and KindliDg,

Sn.S

Phone
No 14

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

-

Telephone 85

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
FOR SALE FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
ONLY AT

ASK FOR A,

SAMPLE

HERPIC1DE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH

BATHS

BATHS

BATHS

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, we will be glad to call for your
laundry on Mondaye and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; .your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122
PHONE RED 122

D. M. HOOVER & SON
SPANISH LESSONS Builders and Contractors

Iadividualor Class Lessons

PLANS & ESTIMATES
Furnished on short notice
HAACKE CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY"

IN GRAMMAR;

RAYMOND

Care New Mexican
NOTARY PUBLIC

NOTICE.
ZOOK'S PHARMACY,
IS LOCATED IN CLAIRE HOTEL, WEST SIDE PLAZA.

If you want anything on earth
New Mexican Want Ad.
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cured in several ways. The notes are civilized professed followers of one
a
first lien upon the assets of the who taught the doctrine of unselfish
HISTORY OF
New Mexico Military Institute
bank; each stockholder is liable for love for our fellowman even to the
Kidney Troubles May Be Sapping
in
life
down
of
itself:
an
laying
and
Your Life Away. Santa Fe People
in
to
assets
the
any deficiency
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Have Learned This Fact.
-amount equal to the par value of the practice, robbing and preying upon
Th West Point of the Southwert."
BANKS shares held by him, in addition to any each other, tempting, betraying with
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
When a healthy man or woman be
amount not paid up thereon, and there a ;;reed and rapacity unequalled by
CLASS
Armv
without
Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN
apparent
gins to run down
is a "bank circulation redemption the wild beast of the jungle. Some
de"A."
II . Ill VtlAIIIAJII
cause, becomes weak, languid,
ItyJ
i.'t.i.it, in IUAU1 V,
National Monetary Commis- fund," in charge of the government, gluttony,
pressed, suffers backaches, headache,
Through Academic course, preparing young
wasting and rioting, hoard-in- s
which is contributed by the banks.
while
millions
men
and
are;
for college or for business life. Great
dizzy spells and urinary disorders,
Exhaustive
Makes
sion
hiding
Bach bank is required to keep to its
look to the kidneys for the cause of
huddled in cold, cheerless tenements,)
of open air work. Healthiest location
amount
5
cash
fund
in
cent
in
this
credit
per
Investigation
half
mis- - 1
it all. Keep the kidneys well and
I
starved,
ragged,
beggared,
of anv Military School In the Union. Located
V"Tifc.
upon the average amount of its notes eiab'.c.
they will keep you well. Doan's
In
from
in
to
circulation
year
oi the beautiful Pecos Valley the tardeD
year.
Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys and
Tile wild beast will protect its own;
the
of
of
case
suspension
payment,
a
START
spot of the West at an e'evatlo& of 3,700
Santa Fe MUST HAVE $ 5 0 0.0 0 0 TO
keep them well. Here is
the
lioness
will
stand
mother
between;
a
bank
the
at
of
draw
notes
interest
fet above sea level, suusblne every day, but
testimonial to prove it
her cowering cubs and danger, though ji
5
from
annum
cent
of
rate
per
per
115
Ortiz
Ittie rain or snow during session.
street,
J. T. Sandoval,
the deadly bullet rend her nuiverin!!
Eloven Officers and Instructors, all gradu.Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I have used And Banks Must Pay $200,000 the da' of suspension until the date flesh, will
fight till her anguished
re
be
.
.
will
notice
when
named
by
they
Doan's Kidney Pills off and on for
eastern colleges. Ten
i
ates from stardard
D nil n
j
v
in V.dMl IV.
iti.
deemed. When the circulation fund heart is drained of every drop of
two years and they have done me a
beatad. light
furnished,
blood andthe light forever gone from
buildings, thoroughly
Writes Mouograph.
is depleted from any cause, a call is the
world of good. A dull pain in the
all
tr
modern
respects.
bloodshot
eye.
rolling,
eJjind
small of my back, sometimes extendmade upon the banks to replenish it
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
But the human mother must
sit
a
me
! at. a rate not
caused
l
bladder
into
cent
my
per
per
2S.
exceeding
ing
Today
Washington. D. C. Jan.
G, Hamlltou, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
quiet, bound by the senseless shackles!
great deal of suffering, particularly was issued the first of the important annum of the banks circulation,
see
of
mate
and
her
Treasurer; W. M. Atklnsoo Secretary, and W
unjust
customs,
was
bothered
when I took cold. I
result- - j in addition to these provisions for
financial
of
series
monographs
enticed from her, see him robbed and
A FlDlay
mostly in the winter. In addition to
from the exhaustive investigations maintaining the soundness of the despoiled, must see traps set for her
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
the pain in my back, there were symp- ing
and abroad notes, there are several requirements innocent young at her very doors:
toms of inflamation of the bladder. pursued in this country
address.
of the National of law for the purpose of insuring their must sit in lady-likcalm and create
The kidney secretions were highly under the auspices
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
"The History current redemption at par in all parts no disturbance while her beautiful
Commission
Monetary
attend
colored and when passed were
Superintendent.
be
M.
notes
must
The
Dominion.
Roeliff
of
the
in
Canada," by
boys are decoyed from her side, rob
ed with a scalding pain. I never used of Banking
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or
head
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the
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work
whose
of
parent
God
bed
as
their
be
Breckenridge,
given instincts,
a remedy that acted as satisfactory
com-agtrayed. debauched and sent back to
Doan's Kidney Pills.
They proved subject, published some twenty years- of the banks and at agencies at
sinful
has long been recognized as au- mercial centers in each province her disfigured, blasphemous,
to be just the medicine my case relaw and at such and often, very often dead. How terquired and the complete cure they thoritative. This monograph gains which are fixed by
brought has led me to recommend importance from the fact that the other places as the treasury board of rible it is to be bound, to have to
them on more than one occasion." Canadian banking system, with its the Dominion may designate. The stand by and watch with all the fury
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 highly developed
organization of Canadian system differs from that of of the lion mother boiling in your
Foster-Milbur- n
Buffalo.
of
rld. The efficiency of these waters
the
absence
Co.,
in
but
States
cents.
inert, helpless, wringing located in the midst of the Ancient
heart,
branch banking, its large freedom of the United
been tnrougniy tesieu uy the
has
New York, sole agents for the United note issue, and its circulation-redemp- any requirement for the maintenance idle hands in impotent despair. It is Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles west
cures attested to in the
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American
true
of
the
of
liabilities
attractStates.
of a fixed reserve against
picture
tion fund, has for many years
Remember the name Doan's and ed attention in this country. Some the banks, either notes or deposits, er before the relentless enemy, the of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheutake no other.
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- o matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
students of our banking problems and in the absence of any system of legalized liquor traffic. Better back
inSyphilitic
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys,
have advocated the adoption of similar governmental inspection of the banks, to the cave era when the primal
if
man
were
of
stincts
Grande
unfettered,
Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections. Scrofula.
NOTICE,
arrangements in the United States, The policy has gradually grown up,
was more of violence there was daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comand tne national Monetary coimuis- - nowever, oi cuuaiuenug a iranyc i there
too
more
"of faithfulness, more jus-t'c- The temperature of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bath15 per cent desirable against demand
Territory of New Mexico, County of sion has consequently made a compreand even more love.
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
below
banks
and
falling
of
the
hensive investigation
history liabilities,
No. 6569.
Santa Fe.
some
once
human
carbonic. Altitude G.000 feet. Climate per month. Stage meets Denver
a
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while,
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True,
by
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from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
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All Unknown Claimants of interests banking down to the present time and jne status of a public corporation
in
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test,
warning,
contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
discussed fully the charges- and der tne amendment of 1900, and was in
in the premises adverse to plaintiff,
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DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS
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way; Good covered hack and good a special tax at a rate not exceeding from some other planet or world. Honey and Tar, which
Baggage allowance 60 lba. Any
stops the
Hallway.
amount of baggage can be carried
teams. .
5 per cent per annum, fixed by the One who could read our Bibles, visit coughs, heals the lungs, and expels
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv by notifying Company at Roswell.
tlon. to Male Fas :
our churches, hear our creeds and the cold from your system. Take at
Strmvy Tia.ln.ggovernor In council.
saxxgwx Coza.foxtaL'bl
first sign of a cold and avoid a danThe payment of the notes in case then view our actions.
and gerous illness. Sold by all druggists.
of failure of the issuing bank is se-Waning ourselves enlightened
WHY SO WEAK?

CASH'S

i

uict-nciuiug-

j

!

e

o,

0J0 CAUEJ5TE HOT SPRINGS.
,

e

un-ha-

-

ANTONIO JOSEPH, Proorietor.
Cllent.'Tao.

gov-reple-

Wells Fargo & Company
xpress
General Express Forwarders

All

Jos-lativ-

Parts of the World.

to-wi-

J. D. BARNES.Apent

j

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Stirries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When
Need
the
Anything
Line.
Drivers Furnished
Livery
RATES

CHAS. CLOSSON

J

0,

SPECIAL
SALE

SPECIAL
SALE

lung-healin-

g

Ae

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO

V

AUTOMOBILE

WOODYS

ia

-

FARE

$5.00

J. W. STOCKARD,

MANAGER

THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

TAGE FOUR.

With the approach of Lent marriage
bells are working overtime and there
is much of interest in scanning the
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
marriage license notices. Despite the
prevailing public opinion, there is very
P.
FRANK
STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Vice President. little intermarriage of races in New
Editor and President.
The Padillas
Mexico or elsewhere.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure-

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

H.S. KAUNE
j

still marry Uriostes, the Schlafkows-kis still join in wedlock with the
the Schmidts continue to
lead to the altar the Muellers, the
O'Leary's find their better halves
among the O'Hooligan's and thus
along the entire line, like attracts like
and it is the execption when races
leap the bounds and prejudices of centuries,
j
The scheme of the great 'melting
pot" is a figure of speech. There 1s
very little intermarriage among people who are alien to each other by
parentage, or nationality, or speech.
Incidentally, it will be seen that propinquity counts for a good deal, for a
large percentage of the couples named
are found to be from the same street,
or even from the same house. Moreover, those ladies who have gone to
the preacher on a previous occasion
seem to have a great advantage when
they are widowed, as "Mrs." presents
a lively rivalry with "Miss."
Evidently, the making of Americans
is based upon a mightier principle
than intermarriage. The clan may be
unbroken in this generation, or even
in the next. The great work is done
by exterior forces. The man who has
a daughter may be the master of a
push cart, and the mother may scrub
to help out. But the girl is sent to
school, and presently you will find her
a fine figure of a woman, with clear
eyes and a fund of good sense, loving
her parents and their odd little ways
at home, but she may be a school
teacher, or an office woman, helping
the mother and father; but she is
American in look and speech and

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily per week by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
mail
Daily, per year, by

Daily, six months, by mail ....$3.75
2.00
1.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
i
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing o'rculatf)
Southwest.
of
the
and
people
progressive
among the intelligent
UNlON(feffLABE"C?
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A. HUGHES,

PALER,
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H. YAUGRR, Cashier.
B. READ, Assistant Cashier.
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GROCERS
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The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established In 1870
prices are lowest

'fhere

j

Capital Stock,
$150,000
Undivided
and
Profits,
75,000
Surplus
-

for safe quality"

'

(One Resolution to Make
What other 1910 Resolution youmay make

THE LOST ART OF SPELLING.
THE NARA VISA COUNTRY.
The New Mexican hears from the
is
the
Your
Own,"
"A Home of
Resolve now that you will
mountain districts of Mora county
catchy and suggestive title of a beau- and from other sections of the terri-- j
trade at KAUNE & OO. the
spelling
tifully illustrated sixteen page folder tory that the,
coming year. It is a resolusent out by Willard Belknan, secre- bee is again popular in New Mexico.
tion In your own interest, for
is high time, for communications
tary of the Nara Visa Commercial It
office
New
in
Mexican
it means the best possible
the
received
Club of Nara .Visa, New Mexico. The not
from the pelados but from
only
table supplies at lowest posfolder is chuck full of facts for the college professors,
school teachers
sible prices.
honieseeker and investor and is bound and high school graduates, indicate
Amerto convince the skeptical and the that spelling is a lost art among
to say, the native peoscoffer. Nara Visa is one of the com- icans. Strange
are as a rule betNew
of
Mexico,
ple
but
KAUNE
New
Mexico,
Think it over-is- n't
ing cities of eastern
in their own
not
ter
only
spellers
& (Jo, the logical store for you
it has been uphill work for the pioin their acneers. Of what stuff they are made Spanish language, but
to pntronize through 1910.
than the
language,
can be gauged from the following edi- quired English
states. Says an
torial of V. E. McNeill, the publisher new comers from the
exchange:
of the Nara Visa New Mexican:
"Way up in the mountains near the
"The editor of the New Mexican has
been called down this week on the county seat of this county, in the
fact that he was a little too conser- Chacon school district, the teachers
vative in the boosting of the town and of three or four different schools have
& COMPANY
country in plain words he don't use united their efforts and raked their
some
or
method
for
Hot
air
brains
system
in
his
paper.
air
hot
enough
is all right to heat buildings, is handy that would instill into the pupils a
26for politicians and is good to boost greater interest in the school work.
The people of 'New Mexico are pleas
Obar and build Amistad's railroad. The result of their labor was a series ed that Judge Frank W. Parker has
wmm
!HUI!HMHUB'iIIHM
But if overheated it will wither crops of old time spelling bees, the first of been reappointed and hope that word
and blight the prospects of a town which, was held at the Chacon school will soon be received that Judge John
built on facts and substance. After house last Friday evening, January R. McFie too, has received a vindicathe disastrous fire last spring, the New 14th. After picking several of the best tion from the hands of the department
Mexican was first and alone in putting spellers from each school, a list of of justice and of President Taft. The
Ham-ricand
over 400 words was pronounced
WED. FEB. 2 1910,
up a substantial building. The
long service of both upon the bench,
at the end there was still a good num- their manly conduct, their uprightfollowed.
and Harrison building
W.
P. MANN Present
Then came the crisis. M. Herzstein ber from each class left standing, so ness, learning and force of character,
& Co. were considering Nara Visa and 300 more words were selected, in the entitle both of them to the lasting reDE
Obar as openings for their big store. hope of downing some of the number. spect and esteem of all of the people
At that time Obar was using hot air However, the contestants remained of New Mexico regardless of party, In Lem. B. Parker's Dramatizauntil it fairly sizzled, Nara Visa was as invincible as ever. Now in order but unfortunately W. R. Glavis is not
tion of Mary J. Holmes
doing some building. M. Herzstein & that the contest may be decided and the only megalomaniac in the' country,
Famous Book
Co. put up their building in Nara the winner show his superiority, a and President Taft must be convinced
Visa, others followed until we have larger and more difficult list has been by this time that New Mexico has
by far the best buildings and firms prepared and a second test will be more than its share of them, for no
of any town of our size in the south- given the contestants. The originator man in public life in this territory can
west. The question is open for dis of this unique but effective plan of expect to escape the maligners nor
'If the New Mexican had instilling interest in the pupils is the poisoned shafts of the envious,
cussion:
AND
not put up its building would there Edward B. Guthmann, a Roy boy, who who are the more furious, the more
have been a single substantial build- is teaching the Chacon school this irreproachable the conduct of the of
ficial. No wonder New Mexico has a
ing on our burned area? Hot air is year."
all right in its place, but we would
bad name in Washington.
A BETTER AND GREATER RATON.
rather do things and state facts."
The Democratic Raton Reporter,
Scenery
2d Season
Following the example of the ReSpecialities
OF
just as well as the Republican Daily publican El Paso Herald, the DemoTHE LEAVEN.
Costumes
has taken a strong stand edi- cratic Roswell Dailv Record estiPhonomenal
Electric Effects
The press must be thanked for the Range,
torially for public decency and at the mates the cost of booze to the busiSuccess
advanced ideas of public righteous- same time
a greater and betness men of its cammunity. It says:
ness that have made such great head- ter Raton. predicts
It
says:
PRICES
"On a fair estimate it probably takes
way in the United States. In the big
"The work for the suppression of the entire fruit
50c.
25c.
75c.
coun
of
Chaves
in
$1.00 &$1.50
the
crop
in
towns,
the provincial
cities,
the white slave traffic goes forward ty In an average year, to
in
SALE
small villages, the newspaper that
bring
SEATS
ON
Drastic national legisla
splendidly.
to pay for the booze SAT. JAN. 29 at FISCHER DRUG STORE
money
enough
does not stand for morality, the tion will soon be
One
of the
passed.
Just think,
square deal, more sanitary conditions most encouraging signs of the times brought to Roswell.
Messrs. Dry Goods Men, Grocery Men,
all
lines, is the universal demand for a
and true advancement along
higher
Merchants in all lines, what 'a"n
Is a Pariah among its contemporaries.
the United and
throughout
morality
:
in your business would
increase
Says the El Paso Herald
States.
if
this
money were spent right
kind
"The Herald appreciates the
"The wise, determined, and persistin Roswell, instead of the brewhere
n
words of the Santa Fe New Mexican ent work of the
League
and hastens to assure that worthy pa- is being felt in all New Mexico, as eries and distilleries of the ast."
I have received a fine
per that if the southwest ,had more well as in most of the states. For
land
is
The
Tucumcari
the
district
editors willing to take the stand the first time in years there is a hope
assortment of violets
against gambling and kindred vices, ful prospect of a sound and perma- smallest in the territory and yet, dursuccess
movefiled
nent
it
homestead
1909,
1,797
in
the
ing
applias the New Mexican and The Herald
prohibition
and other spring goods.
cations. There were 758 final proofs.
have taken and for so long a time, ment.
"The spirit of progress how abroad It is certain that if 1910 proves a
there would be even less support for
the immoral papers, ready to sacrifice in Raton means great things for the prosperous crop year, and every indiMIPS A MOGLER
With our wonderful resour cation points to its being such, then
right for a few dollars from the source future.
Corner Plaza.
Southeast
ces we can in a few years build up a New Mexico will experience a rush of
they should be fighting.
A beautifm, well-kesplendid
city.
fall
homeseekers by
and next spring
'As The Herald gees it, duty and not town will
always attract enterprises. that will snap up every available acre
choice, should impel every newspaper Nature has done great
Will Interest Kotos
for us, of public land.
to take a stand against such public and our people naturally things
now
feel that
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
enemies; institutions that operate is the time for us to do our part. The
Those
who
blame
trusts
a Certain relief for Fever
the
for
Children,
men
and rest will follow
openly for the corruption of
naturally, for capital high prices in the United Stales ishness, Headache, Bad Stomach,
to
and
which
the
yield
boys
nothing
will come in to seize the opportuni- should read the wail of a
'
distinguish- Teething, Disorders, move and regcity where they operate. Newspapers ties which we can offer. Jf we want, ed Chinese statesman, who
ulate
the
Bowels
and destroy Worms.
before
are looked to by the people as a bul- for Instance, a railroad, the way to
colds
in 24 hours.
suicide
because
break
up
he
They
committing
pitied
wark against such institutions and get it is to demonstrate we are alive
so that he could not bear t.i They are so pleasant to the taste and
when they fail, they betray a sacred and progressive. A railroad will avoid the poor
hannless'as milk. Children like them,
wrote the Chinese emperoi
trust; they are unworthy of the con- a dead town. The people of Raton live,
"Rice
has become ag dear as pearls Over 10,000 testimonials of cures,
realize that the best way to advertise
fidence reposed in them."
They never fail. Sold by all druggists,
the city is by improving and beautify- and firewood as costly as cassia 25c.
Don't accept any
Asy today.
bads."
According to a special dispatch to ing the streets. We predict the pressubstitute.
the New Mexican, President Taft as- ent year will bring great changes in
Roswell has numbered all of its
sured Governor Curry that no Senate Raton, not only in Its appearance, houses and
tagged all of its streets
Ornamental Doors.
or House would think of rejecting a but along business lines as well."
and will be as completely indexed as
constitution that the people of New
After Caesar had been slain, Marc any city can well be. Santa Fe too,
Mexico had ratified.
In this declaracame into great power by some time ago, undertook the task of
Antony
tion, the argument for a constitutional
numbering its houses and labeling its
convention last year, is summarized. professing to carry out the policies
sheets, but somehow, never finished
had
that
the
dead
Caesar
committed
If the territory had heeded the advice
to his care. He made all sorts of the job. Perhaps, now would be the
of the New Mexican and others who
were distasteful to r'ght time to take another spurt at iU
advocated the holding of a constitu- appointments that
the people but excused them by saytional convention under authority of
The Commercial Club of Las Vegas
"It was Caesar's wish." These
the legislature, New Mexico might ing:
will
called
were
help District Attorney C. G. W.
the
popuappointees
by
have become a state on July 4, 1910, lace
in derision. There Ward to collect delinquent taxes and
Xharonites,"
instead of waiting until New Year, are
people who are sore because will assist the assessor in finding
1912, for as President Taft says: "No President Taft will not
play Marc property that has thus far escaped
Senate or House would think of reAntony and there are others who adequate assessment. Herein lies a
jecting a constitution that the people would like to be Charonites. That suggestion to Santa Fe's civic
of New Mexico have ratified." How- is all there is to the
are made to perfection from our
insurgent moveever, no use. In crying for spilled ment, which fortunately for the peoLumber) because the wood is
milk, although the politicans who de- ple in general and the Republican
Let those who are in financial posi- nerfect in every
particular and
claimed against a constitutional con- party in particular, is simmering tion to hpjp Santa Fe and their fellow-ma- n
from
free
of
every
imperfection
vention in 1909, should be put down down to its proper leve.1.
j
bufail to do it, remember the koots, cracks and warpmgs.
as being short in political sagacity or
words of, Joaquin Miller's:,
patriotism. Now that statehood is asSanta Fe has good reasons to be "For all, you can hold in your cold Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
sured no later than New Year's day, proud of its Woman's Roard of Trade
dead hand
.,
it can be absolutely relied upon
1912, it is the duty of every New Mex- and need not be ashamed of its other Is what you have given
away."
ican to work for the adoption of a con- commercial bodies, although these latbyJarpenters and builders, and
archiservative and sound constitution for ter could accomplish a good deal
New Mexico will take statehood in al) sensible, wide-awa- ke
the future state. The Republicans will more were they to unite and work for any shape or form that it is offered. tects hereabouts
particularly
keep their pledge and will see to It the common good in the same spirit ' Of course, the territorv has its
mention our Lumber in their
that the territory is admitted as a of unselfishness that the Woman's ferences but when it comes to the snoc'ti cation p
--- '
..
1.
...
mm
state and it is for patriotic New Mex- ruaxuJ oi m...
iraae nas ween ana is still question of "to be or not to be," there
ico to do the rest.
wm be no quibbling as to the terms.
working.'
j

t.

H. S. KAUNE
PHONE
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Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all market; for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal

advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank1 executes al! orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the

public is respecfully solicited.
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THE

PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of

the Best Hotels

Cuisine and
Table Service

ELK'S THEATRE

Unex

in

the West

Lsrge Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

celled,

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

k

Miss MARIE

BEAU

AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLAN

HOTEL

ilEr

J. E. LACOME:

SUNSHINE

,

m

re-.u-

stir

Proprietor
Commodious Sample Room
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

a Good One,

f

FIRST CLASS. CAPE
IN CONNECTION

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

THE BEST.

DO

LADIES

Anti-Saloo-

J

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN

iBi; GO RON ADO HoHi
First Cle.es Ista.ia.ieiaa.t laa.

RATES 50c and up
OPEN Day & Night

G.

Ocn.a-ectj.oaa-

LUPE HERRERA Prop,
Santa Fe New Mexico- -

Bis

First Class

.

ail Korniily

HOTEL MODERN

.

I

.

.

Charles W. Dudrow

-

te

CORNER DON GASPAR AND WATER STREET,

Hot and
In every

Cold Water
Room

Spacious Sample Booms
For Commercial Travelers

Steam Feat
Electric Lighf

Baths.'

Modern

HERE IS A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRICE
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FJfl
Excellent Assortments of

Don't
Fail
to
Call

and

Inspect

,

'
Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placques "
411 Kinds of Drawn Work,.

leather

PiJJqws Tops

,

Many

other
articles
rvtbatr.

attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
J . S, CANDE LA Rl O Proprietor
301-30- 3
'

"

'

San Francisco St.

Santa Fe,
..... N,M.
t.i

,'.
,
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THIS INVITES YOU
A cordial invitation is extended to you to deposit your funds with this bank to transact through
us whatever business you may have of a financial
nature.
Dunrg the past few months we have added
many new names to our list of patrons. We desire
your business also, believing we can serve you to
your complete satisfaction.
.

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST GO
j

Santa Fe,

$50,000'

Capital

K. iM.

j

DIRECTORS

m,

i

OFFICERS

,

Q. FRANKLIN

W. E. GRIFFIN.

.

FRANKLIN FLICK

G.

.

Ast

.

"

.

,

W. 8. DAVIS.
N. B. LAUGHLIN

CashUV

J.

,

B. LAMY

--

R. H. HANNA

HOT WATER BOTTLES

FOUNTAIN

SYRINGES

WE ARE OVER STOCKED
and offer a few numbers at less than cost to us.
&

Stripling, gurrows

wre yur dn

nrnonnii h

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

Manuel Gomez, of Taos, Is at the
Coronado hotel.
Clyde McCarley has returned from
a visit to Kentucky.
J. B. Dowell, of Dallas Texas, is
visiting friends here.
W. L. Smith of Shelbyville, Ky
is
visiting friends here.
Attorney O. A. Larrazolo Is over
from Las Vegas.
Judge John R. McFie will leave to-- !
morrow for Estancia to hold court.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
returned yesterday from Albuquerque.
Attorney A. B. Renehan has returned from a business visit to Albuquerque.
F. E. Dtinlavy of Denver, formerly
of Santa Fe, is a visitor in the Capital.
Coal Oil Inspector Malaquias Mar-- !
tinez will be down from Taos next
week.
Miss Alice E. Morley of Swarth-morPa., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Morley.
F. G. Warren of Louisville, Ky;, is
a sightseer here and is registered at
the Claire.
Miss Stella Sloan has left for Be-leto visit with Colonel and Mrs. W.

jompany

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Phillips, of
Kendall, Nebraska, are tourists in the
city. They are registered at the
Modern.
Dr. J. A. Massie will leave at the end
of next week for the east to pursue
post gradute and special studies in

WATSON & COMPANY
(Established 1882)

REAL ESTATE

--

INSURANCE

OFFICE

119 San

'

Francisco St., where tha olcf feantA F
Trail ends and the Greater Sinta Fe "trail"

Jae spam very desirable'- croposiiionain.theway of city lots; frait rancaes and large tracts to
be reclaimed, to offer.
For full particulars call or
address the
above company'

"

-

-

"IlOne
nL.

D J
ICefl

loSJ--

--

'i

"i

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado fiationaf Life Assurance

eastern hospitals.
Dr. G. W. Harrison, the trachoma
expert, of the Indian bureau, has returned to Santa Fe from a visit to

various Indian mieblos.
The En Avant Club will meet on
Monday afternoon at 2:45 o'clock at
the home of Mrs. Lutz on Don Gaspar
avenue. Mrs. Flick will be the leader.
Cards are out for an At Home on
next Tuesday afternoon by Mrs. Pa-leand Mrs. Hardinge, at their home
on East Palace
avenue.jtq meet Mrs.
n

begins.
iWe

the city yesterday.
Captain Fred Fornoff, or the mounted police, expects to leave this even- ing for Estancia.
Carle H. Smith of Lincoln, Illinois,'
is a tourist in the city. He is stop-- .
ping at the Modern hotel.
District Attorney Alexander Read
of Tierra Amarilla, Rio Arriba coun- y, is in the city on a business visit.
A. M. Jackley, the Alamogordo attorney, who has taken an active part
in political matters
lately, is in Santa

Company

Malliso'n.

'"

'

A MOST COMPLETE

STOCK IN EACH

FURNIIURE

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co
of the Southwest
A Jtt BERGERE.
Santa Fe,

Manager for New Mexico.

N. M.

Catron Block

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

&

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

COAL YARD

j$

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YA.RDONHICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT

Phone Red 100
TOM AS

THE

,

;

I

.

Phone Red 100

P. DELQADO Mgr.

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

FINE LINE OF

also Dealers in Furniture
Carpets and Rugs

- FOR

THE HOUSE

All kinds of furnishings from ehinaware to
stoves, and
ranges, Also a ae assortment of desks, chairs, table

and hat racks. Wgner folding
for the bibies.
They are GRE IT!!
Look over our stock and see if there isn'c
something to interest you.
go-car-ts

;

ENGLISft LADY

Si

IMPEKIAL LAUNDRY

Glad to hear of a few pupils
for German or French , For
Box 446,
SautaFeN. M, '

Best Lanodry Work

Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
and Friday.
stopped in
minute Returns
sure witn ijr. btioop AGENCYThursday
at K. Barber Shop
Croup Remedy, Onej
test will surelv nrovo
F O. BROWN Apent.
.No
vomiting, no
A safe and pleasing
syrup fOc 2russista
Phone No. 23 Red ;;

GROUP

ZD

a

FURNITURE, Mattre.ses
HARNESS and SADDLERY
WAGONS andBUGGIES
FARMING IMPLEMENTS
MINERS' SUPPLIES

STOVES and RANGES
KNIVES AND CUTLERY
PIPE and FITTINGS
SANITARY PLUMBING

Everything in Hardware
i

if

PUMPS and WIND MILLS
CAMP EQUIPMENT
PAINTS, ALL COLORS
ALAB4STINE, Kalsomine
WALL PAPER, GLASS

Pa

;

BEDS and SPRINGS

Glassware and Queensware
ROOFING, SPOUTING
SPORTING GOODS
GUNS, AMMUNITION

CALL FOR PRICES

LET US SERVE YOU

j
j

Mrs. William Bradford Prince gave
card party at 2:30 o'clock
this afternoon at her home on Palace
avenue. It was in celebration of her
birthday anniversary and proved a
most enjoyable affair. Dainty souvenirs were the prizes to be awarded
trie invited guests who sat at nine
tables.
The following were present
at the party:.
Mrs. Morley,
Mrs.
Angus McGillavery, Mrs. T. I. Fisher,
Mrs. H. H. Dorman, Mrs. G. H. Van
Stone, Mrs. Kirkpatrick, Mrs. W. D.
Hayes, Mrs. F. O. Brown, Mrs. A. L.
Grimshaw, Mrs. Charles C. Catron,
Mrs. Frank Levan, Mrs. F. C. "Wilson,
Mrs. William' Hayden, Mrs. C. A.
Wheelon, Mrs. Caryl Hardinge, Mrs.
Shea, all of this city; Mrs. W. C.
Reid, Mrs. Max Nordhaus and Mrs.
Carl Bishop, from out of town: Misses M. Johnson, Tutts, Spitz, Foree,
Grimshaw, Weltmer, Jean Shewell,
Alonzo, Ramona Baca, Anita Baca,
Boyle, Grygla, Anita Bergere, Richie
Seligman,
Kaune,
Moore, Virginia
Bean, Amelia McFie, Ethel Church,
McKibben, Jessie Massie, Elizabeth
Aiassie, Thomas, Jaffa, Duval, Dyer
all of this city, and Miss Alice Morley of Swartbmore, pa,
a delightful

Manuel Archuleta, father of Miss
Sophia Archuleta, cashier of the Ho
tel Coronado, is spending a few days
in the city. His home is in
Truchas,
Kio Arriba county.
Henry A. Allen of Chicago, head of
a great engineering firm, is in Santa
Fe on a trip during which he is looking into irrigation, projects in San
.
Guest Day of Fifteen Club.
Juan, Rio Arriba and Santa Fe coun
Yesterday afternoon was Guest day
ties.
of the Fifteen Club, .which met with
J. B. Stewart Of the hVflrnoTnnhip. HfHn
.
it
..1
nr. i
4

Denver Colorado.

the Girl! We Furnish the House.

You Furnish

of Albuquerque, interested in timber matters, is a Santa
Fe visitor.
James B. Stewart. P. R. Asbley. C.
F. Wadsworth, all of Denver, were in

Fe.

i

.

tin

M. Berger.
M. A. Ross

See our show window for
bargains in these goods

C- -

i

n

FREDERICK MULLER

O

Onpiil

e.

FLICK, President.

W. 8. DAVIS, Cashiei
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!Silt0 Pee avenue. There was an
NeweYoS P?Trr,d
ance of thlrt the visitors as w
and several weeks spent in office the members
greatly enjoying the
work with the U. S. geological survey
program. Mrs. W. S.
at Denver.
Harroun presided. The members reWilliam M. Tipton, formerly of this
sponded to the "roll call with quotacity but now with neadquarters' at tions. Mrs. Prince read the
story of
Los Angeles, California where he is
Refugio from Albert Pike's work, and
a special agent in the service of the it
proved of
interest not only
Indian bureau, is in the city on con because of itsspecial
dramatic passages but
fidential matters.
also because the scene is laid
in
E. D. Raynolds, cashier
of the Santa Fe, and the tale is from one of
First National bank at Las Veeas. the earliest works of the
author, , a
and brother of Hon. J. W. Ravnolds book now out of
but of which
print
of this city, returned from an extend the New Mexico Historical
Society
ed visit to St. Louis and Chicago. nas
been fortunate enough to
just
where he had been for a week or secure a
copy. Mrs. Boyle read "A
more attending to business matters Christmas'
Mystery," the story of
in connection with the First National three wise men
by William J. Locke.
bank.
It was an. artistic tale beautifully
At Mesilla Park, on Tuesdav after written and read. Current Events
noon, Frank Isles, formerly of the fac- closed the program. The next meetulty of the Agricultural College, and ing of the club will be with Mrs.
Miss Ellen Engblam, a trained nurse, Boyle.
were married at St. James Episcopal
church by Rev. Hunter Lewis. The WOMEN AROUSED TO
couple left for Roosevelt, Ariz., where
,
CHICAGO'S SHAME.
Mr. Isles has entered the forest service.
Chicago, Jan. 29. More than 2.000
County School Superintendent John women marched upon the city hall and
V. Conway returned last evening from presented to Mayor Busse a
petition
a complete tour of the southern school to close the red light district.
districts. He was compelled to leave
The petition was drawn ud bv Mrs.
,
his horse and buggy at Lamy, and Emline
Hill i n oimrijinoo
v ui
.
an
nuiivv wiLii
come home on last night's train. He resolution passed at a recent civic
is today confined to his bed, suffering meeting of the Cook county W.' C. T.
from a severe cold contracted while U. Mrs. Hill declined to give out the
on his trip.
text of her petition, but. Insisted that
"Henry W. Taft. man of many in- it would embody "new and effective
terests, but principally of Interest, to statistics concerning the corrupt inthe public as. brother of President fluence the red light district has upTaft,r passed through El Paso Wed- on the youth of Chicago."
nesday morning with his wife, a niece,
Bigamist at Seventeen.
a maid and a number of trunks. He
Newark, N. J., Jan. 29. Although
came from the City of Mexico over she is les sthan 17
years old, Florence
the National railroad and departed Kheipp of this
is under, arrest
city
on the Southern Pacific for California
charged with bigamy. The police say
winter resorts." El Paso Herald.
she has admitted marriages with two
"G. W. Bowen, president of the men
during the past year.'
Colorado Southern railway, and also
Shot Himself in a Saloon.
at the head of the American Fuel and
Monroe, LW; Jan. 29. 'TVe got so
Iron Company of Victor,. Colorado
many children" that all the meat boypassed through the city thi" afternoon cotts" from now back to Adam wouid
in his private car Colorado No. 99, en not save me''from the
poorhbuse," deroute to Gallup. Mr. Bowen li accom- clared Will
52, to a
Skinner,
aged'
panied by C P. Heaton, general sales crowd in a saloon here last'
night
agent for the American Fuel Company Then, before ' friends could:interfere,
and R. C. Heil, geologist, and Walter Skinner shot himself .
through the
Gilman and M. Norris who are mak- neart. He died
j
instantly.
ing the trip as guests of Mr. Bowen. : Skinner was the father of nineteen'
The party are on their annual tour children, the oldest of whom Is under
of inspection of the coal mines at 20 years of age. He was once a
Gallup where they will remain for wealthy planter, but lost his money In
several days." Las Vegas Optic.
L
market speculation and drink.

,frwa

P
M

1,.r.K1
-

Night Gowns
Drawers

.

-

-

45c Dp

-

25c "

-

20c "

Corset Covers
j

-

Petticoats

Banks Pay

4

Real Estate

-

40c "

per cent

6

to 8

per cent

When yon cm save 30 nr 40 per cent
wjy not do it?
It is not a question of profit, but of policy
with us
not to carry over any cut of season merchandise.
Tuis week, bargains in musJin underwear com-prisnight gowns drawers, corset covers, petticoats, etc. some plaiu others han isomely trimmed
at bargains simply a&toutidirjg.
e

'

W. N. TOWNSEND

&

CO.

(THE LIVE WIRES)

well-rendere- d

K IE.

CLEA

All our wintpr stock of millinery m- be
closed out at Cost, and much of it below
cost, to dispose of it before the spring goods

arrive.

A 25 per cent reduction is also made on all
staple goods in stock. Adohar saved is a

dollar made. Our stock is all new and nothing shopworn or out of date.

La .Moda Millinery

.n-v-

Phone Black 78

Catron Block.

THE SANTA FE ABSTKACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
Room

(INCORPORATED)

19

Catron Block, SantavFe, N.

Does a general ABSTRACT

p&UUU.UU

rlnbl

ILAbb

HM SERVICE

M.

.

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business

'

Real Estate
to,,oan on 8ntft
at low rate of Interest
:
:

SATISFACTION

corrick-- s

Zm

ASSURED
THEODORE
LORRIOK. Prop

hack line

Buggies and Saddle Horses

V
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HI

ri

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

A

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Point in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and otthe
Pacific Coast, vta NhW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

FARMER'S WIFE

MAN.

Principle of Device Simple and Will

HAD HEAP TO DO

San Antonio, Tex., Jan. 29. Patents
now pending may give to Capt. A. F.
W. MacManus, U. S. A., retired, sole
control of a device that will make it
possible for an aeroplane of any type

Mrs. Shepherd Was in Bad Shape
When She Could Not Stand on
Her Feet

Enable Aeroplanes to
tain Balance.

LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

No woman who bears children need suffer during the period
of waiting, nor at the time of haby'a coming, if Mother's
Friend is used as a massage for the muscles, tendons and glands
of the body. Mother's Friend is a penetrating, heaitmui liniment which strengthens the ligaments, lubricates and renders pliant those
muscles on which the strain is greatest, prevents caking of the breasts by keepetc.
ing the ducts open, and relieves nausea, backache, numbness, nervousness,
both
for
of
the
the
system
safety
Its regular use will prepare every portion of
mother and child and greatly reduce the pain and danger when the little one
comes. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our free book, which
contains valuable information for expectant mothers.

i1

INVENTION

BY U. S. ARMY

Main-

Durham, N. C "1 am a farmer's
to always maintain its equilibrium
while in the air. It is understood that wife," writes Mrs. J. M. Shepherd, of
this city, "and have a heap to do."
the law of gravity as enforced by the
"Four months a:ro I could not snd
pendulum is the governing factor in on my feet, to do anything much, but
&
El
at
of
itform
The
pi
this new departure
,
this tl'me do the mQst Qj
the aeroplane, carrying all the weight took Lardui and it did me more good
of that of the than all the doctors.
THE BRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA, GA, with the exception from
"You don't know half how I thank you
the latter by
is
suspended
planes,
i
Cardui Home Treatment.
wish
a pivotal arrangement susceijuuitj iu foratthe
all
who suffer from womanly
all deviation of the planes themselves, trouble women
would treat themselves as have.1
I nHipe rr.n
By this means latitudinal and longi
pscilv tri'nt fhpmcAliroc ,
tudinal deflection of the machine nome. with Cardui. the woman's tonic.
For Rates and full information address
ad- - It is easy to take, and so
gentle in its
Palace.
Tlie following tributes to the char- from the course desired will be
in- - action, that it cannot do anything but
without
and
EUGENE A. FOX,
mechanically
J. E. Durham, Cimarron; Mrs. H. acters of Brothers Hermes and Dr, justed
A dip good.
Slack, New York; M. L. Gooding, W. ,G. Tight : were rjresented and nass- terference of the operator.
A.
for
instance.
Being composed exclusively orvege- nf
.
'nwnwarda
nlnnp.
thp
r' '
Chicago; J. B. Dowell, Dallas, Tex.; euj uy uuauiuiuua vui ami uie Beiac-Parriiii rannnt lav
tahlp
' r
k
El Paso Texas.
r; r inarpHiPntc
Alexander Read, Tierra Amarilla; C. tary was directed to spread same up- would cause the piattorm or car to trouble
as mineral
in
your
the often do Jts 'ingredients havingdrugs
R. Wise, Denver; Henry A. Allen, Chi- on the minutes of the Xew Mexico tilt forward and thus restore
and harsh, medicinal effects, and being non- cago; James B. Stewart, Denver; R. Board of Education and to send copies planes to their original position
ensue poisonous and perfectly harmless, Cardui
would
E. Hines, El Paso; George V. Hanlon, to the press and to the friends of the same operation
should the planes take a sideward is absolutely safe for young and old.
Mountainair; Lee Heinhart, St. Louis; the deceased:
Ask your druggist. He will tell you to
slant.
Brother Hermes,
Leo Gale. El Paso.
ex- - U7 Cardui.
device
of
is
the
The
principle
Claire.
By the passing of William Rowe,
N. B- .- Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept.. ChattaC. F. Wadworth, F. E. Dunlavy, Den- Brother Hermes, Providence has re- tremely simple; it being that to be
nooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Term., for Special
of
a
descent
in
the
noted
parachute.
A.
book. 'Home Treatment
moved from the educational field of
Instructions, and
ver; William Tipton, Los Angeles;
Albert C. New Mexico a prominent fellow work- By preserving at all times the exact In Women," sent in plain wrapper, on request.
M. Jackley, Alamogordo;
VV
man. He has been a faithful member load center of the machine in this
Carter, El Paso; J. T .Vanice,
D.
C.
of the Territorial Board of Education manner the planes will be susceptible a year, Pueblo $30;
M.
Huntington,
Butler,
;C.
and Colorado
1
nn ,trt hnsis nf dwellines
El Paso; F. G. Warren, Louisville; for the past three years, having been to a constant and perfectly even dis- SnriTio-.
...
wirhlT1 rhfi
W. L. Smith, Shelby ville; Ky.; O. appointed during the administration tribution of pressure downwards, the
T.rinms on w1
In his off- condition needed to make capsizing year the
A. Larrazola. Las Vegas; Jules Col- of Governor Hagerman.
has
purchased land on
city
icial capacity, as well as in his pri- and the like impossible.
Captain Mac- fhe northern slopes of Pikes Peak for
lins, Pecos; M. A. Ross, Albuquerque;
P. O. Wells, Fargo, X. D. ; C. A. Wells, vate intercourse, we had come to Manus proposes to steer his machine the future extension of the system.
recognize in him the characteristics in the manner now commonly adoptColorado Strings gravity water sysDivenson, 111.
of the true Christian gentleman. ed, though a slight modification had tem is in many ways unique. In the
Modern.
Throughout our deliberations he man- to be made to overcome the interfer- heart of the mountains, 11,000 feet
P. R. Esbley, Denver: B. S.
ifested a spirit of sincerity, gentle- ence caused by the innovation. A ma- above sea level are the six reservoirs
Buckman; Thomas Holder and
uniform- chine now being built by him will
H.
storing water for domestic use; this
Smith, Lincoln,' ness, and refinement, which
son, Taos; Charles
won our respect and admiration. have the
dimensions: elevation assures perpetually coldl,
following
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Phillips, ly
111.;
We not only found him fully compe- Length of planes, 32 feet; depth of cure water.
The total valuation of
Kendall, Neb.
tent to grasp the complex education- planes, 14 feet; space between planes, the system is $4,000,000.
Coronado.
al
that have arisen from 6 feet. The machine will be complet- air. and Mrs. I. Ulibari, Tierra timequestions
in connection with the ed in about bu
to
time
days and win oe mea DRUNKEN DEBAUCH WINDS
Amarilla; Manuel Gomez, Taos; Jos- organization and operation of
Houston.
Sam
UP IN SUICIDE.
Fort
our,lout
at
Areph Routledge, Glorieta; Manuel
school system, but he ever proved There is no reason to believe that
Galis-teoA.
Chavez,
chuleta, Truchas;
himself a helpful factor in their' solu- the innovation of
Captain MaoManus
Denver, Colo., Jan. 29. Imbued with
R. L. Harbinson, Estancia.
tion. No trace of prejudice of any will not be a
success. A model memonacal fury, William Teinehaenn,
great
'
form can be attributed to him. He
built by him demonstates its value a truck gardener in Cherry Creek
HIS WIFE WOULDN'T
differ from some of us in the
might
It is thought that the gardens, a mile to the east of St.
GO TO NEW MEXICO.
conclusively.
particular method to be employed in new
will have none of the Paul's seminary, armed himself with
aeroplane
bethe solution of a problem brought
Therefore John Pushman Went With- fore us, but we always found in him characteristics that have made others a revolver and ax and wound up a
to operate or which at their drunken debauch by chasing his wife
out Her to Look Over Beauties
a disposition to be fair, as well as an dangerous
taxed
the presence of mind and three children from the house in
For Information regard ng rates
best
of Taos County.
have
open mind for conviction. We thus
Morrisville, X. J., Jan. 29 Accord- haH learned tn value hie hvmphco nn of aeroplanists in the past. The ma-- ! a vain attempt to kill them. Failing
train service etc. call or write.
ing to a note found in his dinner bas- all occasions, and shall ever hold him chille could be ouerated with the fa in this, he riddled the house with bulket, John Pushman, a railroader, vho in
cility of an automobile for the rea lets, chopped up the furniture, wreckrespectful remembrance.
has been missing since Monday, is
J, H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F. & P. A.
son that the preservation of the equil- ed the doors and windows, and when
William G. Tight.
on his way to Taos, Xew Mexico,
ibrium of his machine would no longer a deputy sheriff appeared in the ward
SANTA PR. N. M.
William G. Tight died in Los An- trouble the
where, it is said, he owns about 460
operator, only lateral and with a warrant for his arrest, swallowgeles, California on January 17th, vertical position being left to his
acres of land.
ed two ounces of strychnine and then
Pushman is acquainted with Dr. and 1910. He was president of the Uniblew out his brains.
Mrs. Isaac X. Woodman, who former- versity of New Mexico from nineteen
Couldn't Get a Job.
About two hundred to nineteen hundred and SPRIT OF UNREST
ly lived in Morrisville.
caused by his inability
Despondency
NOTICE OF SPECIAL MASTER'S line connecting with spring on
health nine and during those nine years was
ago Mrs. Woodman's
years
IN MARITAL
CIRCLES.
to
secure
at the city hall,
employment
SALE.
mile in failed and the family went west. The a member of the New Mexico Terriproperty about
on the waiting
been
where
had
he
kept
No. 63H.
one
were
frame barn; also various doctor and his family finally located torial Board of Education. These
length;
as
Divorces
as
Twice
Lorraine
caused
Many
Marriages
Morrison,
list,
aged
the critical and formative years in
Territory of New Mexico.
mining machinery and improvements in New Mexico.
Denver Wife Desertion Papuat
21, to turn on the gas, after locking
Fe.
of
of
on
located
Santa
above
New
the education of
County
named mining claims
Previous to the Woodmans' depart- the history
la. rau "' DU4.U..HM Dra'
himself in the bathroom of his moth,c"
In the District Court.
r"",""'a'
and the property of said The Consol- - ure, Pushman was married to Mrs. Mexico. Both in his administration
er's
house at 819 Sherman street. He
in
of
Thomas K. D. Maddison, Plaintiff,
his
services
the
idated Mining & Smelting Company.
and
two
University
William Winner, a widow with
died
29.
at 8 o'clock last evening.
Thirteen
Jan.
Colo.,
Denver,
vs.
It being intended to sell all of the children. Dr. Woodman was named on this board he showed himself to
hear-wa-s
'
for
set
or
vorce
actions
heard
&
an
of
ideals.
He
educator
Consolidated
The
high
Mining
Smelting property belonging to the defendant. as guardian for the children. When
wise and resourceful in dealine- ine to six marriage licenses issued.
The Consolidated Mining & Smelting the physician firarrived in New
Company, et al.. Defendants.
vTO-NIGH- T
Xotice is hereby given that the un-- . Company, of whatever kind or charac- Mexico an opportunity presented ! with new and difficult problems, strong Such is the record in Denver during
noon
twenty-fou- r
in
his
in
hours
at
the
the
convictions,
ending
he
could
Speheretofore
self
and
possession
save
get
persuasive
appointed
such
ter,
as
whereby
dersigned,
except
property
cial Master, under and by virtue of was by the decree of foreclosure ren- of about 160 acres of land at the nom- defense of his opinions, and fair in yesterday.
Wave of Wife Desertion.
the decree of foreclosure rendered in dered in the above cause found by the inal sum of $3 and acre. The condi- every Teal or apparent conflict of inthe District Court of the First Judi- Court and decreed to belong to the tions were that the purchaser was to terests. He was quick to ally himPittsburg, Pa., Jan. 29. Deserted
cial District of the Territory of New Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque, erect a dwelling on the land at once, self with every progressive move- - wives in great numbers have, appearMexico, within and for the County of Xew Mexico, and reference to said de- - and not until five years had elapsed ment for the improvement of educa- ed at the central police station within
Santa Fe. entered on the 7th day of cree is hereby made for a description would the Person bu'inS the land real" tional standards and was an able ad- - the past few days asking aid in the lome uwuei. ui. vocate of every cause which he es- cation of their mates. Tuesday eight
Oe CUllSSlUeieu
auiA nrnnort,, holnnrinv ir. coi,)'!
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
January, A. D. 1909, in that cause
Woodman decided to remain in that poused. The value of his services to weeping women told their stories and
wherein Thomas K. D. Maddison is Lank.
interests of New one man reversed the tale by asking
was a the educational
Said property will be sold at the country and as he thought it
plaintiff and The Consolidated Mining
MASONIC.
he bought the Mexico cannot be easily estimated. the police to find his wife. Yesterday
& Smelting Company, et al., are de-- ; time and place aforesaid, for the pur- - good opportunity,
As .a scientist in his chosen field five more women
for
Pushman.
ground
apand
appeared
fendants, will, on Saturday, the 12th pose of satisfying the said plainiff
Montezuma Lodge No
A little later Dr, Woodman wrote of geology he enjoyed a wide repu-tto the detectives.and Captain
.
pealed
day of March, 1910, at the hour of and the owners or holders of the
F. & A. M. Reg
Pushman and informed him what tation, though in recent years the WTilliam Elmore is authority for the
2 o'clock p. m., at the front door of bonds and coupons of said defendant,
communications
ular
burden
his
of
work
him
and
made
asked
administrative
he
a
had
statement that a wave of wife deserthe court house, in the City of Santa The Consolidated Mining & Smelting to bargain
of eacl
first
Mondy
come to New Mexico and follow Tendered it impossible for him to
tion is sweeping over the city.
month a Masonic hai
Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico, Company, outstanding, amounting to
The doctor thought the 'vote himself fully to the work of
sell at public auction to the highest llu' sum of two huDdred and sixty-siat 7.30 v. m.
would do Pushman good. Some scientific research which was conRev. I. W. Williams Testifies.
H. H. DORMAN,
and best bidder for cash, in accord- thousand dollars ($266,000),
and trip
an- genial to him. His sterling qualities
weeks later Pushman received
I. W. Williams, Huntington, W.
Rev.
ance with the said decree, the follow- whieh said sum, together with inter- other
of
Acting Master.
him
manhood
made
farmvalued
friend
several
a
letter, stating that
est thereon at the rate of six per cent ers living on lands adjacent to Push- - and his untimely death is a personal Va., writes us as follows: "This is to ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
ing described property,
that I used
Kidney
All that mining and smelting prop- per annum from the date of said de- man's were
contemplating laying out loss and a source of deep sorrow to certify for nervous Foley's
exhaustion and
Santa
Remedy
Los
at
located
Santa Fe Chapter No. L
Cerrillos,
a
to
cree
decreed
be
until paid, was
erty
the new town of Virsylania and that the members of the board.
trouble and am free to say
A. M.
R.
kidney
Fe County, New Mexico, constituting first lien upon the property herein- Pushman's land would soon become
Regular conin pronouncing this brief eulogy
will do
that
Foley's
Remedy
second
vocation
Kidney
Monday of
a smelter, and also the following before described, together with the
on the character of nr. Tizht. the
each month at Masonic
mines or mining claims located in costs herein to be taxed, and other
Pushman spoke to his wife about Board of Education is prompted to do all that you claim for it." Sold by all
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
said Cerrillos Mining District, in said allowances, expenses and disburse- moving from Morrisville, but as she s0 by the highest motive of action; druggists.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
County and Territory: The Tom ments as may hereafter be fixed by was not in favor of so doing, the mat--! not simply to conform to a
Golden
SELIGMAN,
The
Secretary.
was
ARTHUR
Court; and the undersigned Spe-- ! ter
dropped.
0red custom of such organizations, MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP
Payne Mining Claim,
OF WATER SUPPLY
Last Monday he started for the but as a sincere expression of the
Eagle Mining Claim, The Sukie Min- cial Master, for the purpose of satis- Santa Fe Commandery No.
ing Claim, The Sukie, Jr. Mining fying said decree, and by virtue of the railroad yards in West Morrisville. high esteem in which the deceased
1, K. T. Regular conclave
Claim, The Albany Mining Claim, and authority vested in him. will, at the That night he did not return home was held by each member of this Colorado Sorinas Furnishes Water
in each
fourth Monday
was
it
at
first
believed
from
and
work
board.
The Santiago Mining Claim, together time and place in this Notice speciCheaply and Yet Made Nearly
month at Masonic Hall at
with all improvements thereon; als fied, offer for sale and sell at public that he had been working overtime.
Year.
Last
$40,000
7:30 p. m.
But the wife soon learned that he
acres of land, more or less, auction to the highest bidder for cash,
thirty-fivLa unppe.
for
Simple
Remedy
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
s dinner
in the southeast quarter of Section 18, in accordance with the terms of said had not worked that day.
Colorado Springs, Jan. 28. That the W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
LaGrippe coughs are dangerous, as
was
near
his
In
found
locker.
basket
8
Ranee
East.
Township 14 North,
decree, the said real and personal
frequently develop into pneu- - city of Colorado Springs is financially
it was a note stating that he had they
Also two dwelling houses, one of- property.
monia. Foley's Honey and Tar not successful in the management of its
,
Santa Fe Lodge ot Perfection No. 1
gone to Xew Mexico to visit Dr. and only stops the
fice and assay building, safe, desks,
F. J. OTERO,
cough, but heals and water system is shown by the annual 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Woodman.
Mrs.
the lungs so that no se- - report of the water superintendent Scottish Rite of Free
Special Master.
chairs, stoves, scales and assayer's
Masonry meets
After Pushman left his dinner bas- strengthens
rious results need be feared. The just issued. During the year 1909, the on the third
implements; one bin house with
of each month
Monday
at
went
he
the
railroad
back
ket
yards
one elevator, one mogenuine Foley's Honey and Tar con- - total earnings were $211,739.56, with at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
crusher,
Notice for Publication.
to
Morrisville
and
secured
his
proper
one roller,
tor, 15
Pecos Forest Reserve, Not Coal Land suit case. Then he boarded a train tains no harmful drugs and is in a expenditures of $174,488.21, leaving Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
one screen, 3 feet
In
one crushes.
Sold by all druggists, net cash earnings of $37,251.35.
(Serial 06732.)
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corfor Philadelphia, where he is believed yellow package.
Colorado
twelve
.the
months,
Springs
by 10; two sampling machines; one Department of the Interior,
to- - have purchased a ticket for New
dially invited to attend.
of water,
used
U. S. Land Office.
2,416,912,000
gallons
chain elevator; one engine, 30 horseSCHOOLCHILDREN
UNDER
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Mexico.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 4, 1910.
INFLUENCE OF LIQUOR. a yearly consumption of 150 gallons
power; two boilers, CO
Venerable Master.
Notice is hereby given that Lucre-cione feed pump; one heater with enper capita. The water in storage for HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
If your Stomach. He.rt or Kidneys
Tnn
Roibal of Pecos, N. M., who, on
Denver. r.nn
wer; one blower; one
9q wifh tha domestic use in mountain reservoirs
gine, 75 horse-pSecretary.
are
weak, try at least, a few doses of fumes of liquor 'on their breaths chll-- on January 1, was 1,753,000,000,
en3,
one
homestead
force
made
shovels, January
1905,
pump;
dynamo;
five
In
or
Restorative.
Dr.
ten
water
no
Shoop's
possibility of a
are daily sent from their homes lowing of
B. P. O. E.
picks, steel bars, tools, electric sup- try (serial 06732) No. 8202, for northlead furnace; one west quarter, section 18, township 17 days only, the result will surprise to the nublic schools, accordine to a scarcity.. The report further shows
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
plies; one
slag pots, set- north, ranee 12 east. N. M. P. Meridi- - you. A few cents will cover the cost report filed with the state bureau of ttiat water is lurmsneu consumers m holds its regular session on the secChild and Animal Protection, by one Colorado Springs cheaper than in its ond and fourth Wednesday of each
bullion
moulds, wheelbar- an, has filed notice of Intention to And here is why help comes so
tling pots,
final five year proof, to estab- - ly. Dr. Shoop doesn't drug the Stom-lis- of its volunteer officers, who is con- sister cities; Denver charges $20.30 month. Visiting brothers are invited
rows; steam, water and air pipe; slag
de- - ach, nor stimulate the Heart or
claim to the land above
DAVID KNAPP,
and welcome.
nected with the schools of Starkvllle,
elevator building; one motor, 15
before Register or Receiv- - neys. Dr. Shoop's Restorative goes a Colorado Fuel and Iron Company
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
;
blacksmith's shop and
Secretary.
matte nous.,-- , blacksmith tools. aDvil, er, U. S. land office, at Santa Fe, N. directly to the weak and failing coal camp, near Trinidad. The agent
u luierebiuu ana snoma Know
on the 24th day of February, 1910. nerve. When these nerves fail, the also declares children are allowed to
About the wonderful
bellows, crusher; motor, 15 horse- M.,
names
as
MARVEL
witnesses:
Claimant
must
of
are
and
beer
saloons,
organs
depending
Whirling Spray
Knights of Pythias.
necessity frequent
given
power; reverbatory furnace building;
rue sew I iitrmni Mn.ire.
Dionicio
Fe
Sandoval,
vital
Santa
bars.
Lamy,
Miguel
This
when
Lodge No. 2, Knights of
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public
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yet
truth,
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20;
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ji
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all
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- he made an effort to
Pedro
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to
Dr.
Gallegos,
Regular
Restoraa
tells
meeting 1st and 3d
Shoop's
why
stop
iron
clearly
put
kiln; dust flume with
in month at 8 o'clock in I.
of Pecos, N. M.,
was denounced. Ask yonr drngeletforlt.
he
these
successful.
so
Tuesdays
Its
is
tive
practices
one
universally
railroad
wagon
one
scales,
stock;
MANUEL R. OTERO,
u
no cannot
O. 'O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitsuccess is leading druggists every- - He asked whether he has the right to II
a'ODt
MARVEL.Mupjuy
scale, and three platform scales; one
hnt send tamo for
ing Knight's Invited to attend.
where to give it universal preference, visit other camps in the vicinity and rithar.
hook
stone water tank and cooler; two
sealed. It gifes
llliuttrated
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shall
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how
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A
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proceed
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earth try
If you want anything
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surely
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Plays

the Elks' theater. The program is as
'fellows. "Christian Martyrs." 'Greed

Players

AND

Punished."'

iness

Women,"

"Ugly

"Punch and J;idy Show" and "French
Battleship Justice." This is another
good bill. Remember there is but one
at eight
show, starting promptly
o'clock. Rameriz orchestra will furnish the music Sunday night.

PAGE SEVEN.

M.

Certificate of Comparison.
New Mexico.
Office of the Secretary.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Without KNIFE or PAIN
of New Mexico, do Hereby
Territory
Or Pay until
Cured.
certify that, there was filed for record
No X Hay or o t h e i
n this office at 3:30 o'clock, p. m.,
An inland
swindle.
phmt mabes the cure.
on
the second uay oi jjeeeiuuei, a.
ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE.
I)., 1909, Articles of Incorporation of
Any Tumor, Lump or
tae lip, lace or
The Santa Fe Abstract, Realty ana
anywhere Fix months
i. Cancer. THEY NEVER
nsurance Agency, No. C214, and also,
PAIN until last staffs.
hat I have compared the following
130 PAGE
BOOK aent
' free witb testimonial
of
copy ot me same, wun uie original
ItOUSANDS Cured.
.hereof now, on file, and declare it
WEITE TO SOME.
to be a correct transcript therefrom
ANY LUMP IN WOMAN'S BREAST and of the whole thereof.
IS CANCER.
It neglected it will ALWAYS
Given under my hand and the Great
poison deep in the armpit, and kill quickly. Seal of the
Territory of New Mexico
Address U. S. CANCER CURE CO.
at the City of Santa Fe, (he Capital,
D 747 S. Main St. LOS ANGELES, CAL.
on this second day of December, A.

Cassce: rCare

unPlaying with the grace of a Sara-sat- turned out to see the play given
Baca.
Mrs.
of
the
der
auspices
and with much of that great virThe love making scenes were highMiss Virginia
tuoso's
expression,
amusing just as amusing as they
Bean again proved last night that she ly
are in real life to the lookers on, to
is a violinist of unusual ability and of the "other fellows."
whom Santa Fe may tie justly proud.
Manuel Otero, the disappointed lovMiss Bean played a solo and two!
has a splendid stage appearance
er,
First Presbyterian.
encores between the second and third and
he spoke his lines well. Harry
services at 11 a. m. and
Regular
Ma"
acts of the play "Rube and nis
was more successful in 7:30 p. m. Rev. J. I. Seder, superinwho
Lewis
at the Elks theater last night. Al- Cupid roles, was ably portrayed by tendent of
League, will
though the setting of a comedy scarce- Clarence Pierce who however, seemat both services.
Sunday
preach
ly paved the way lor the appearance ed a trifle shy for a city chap. As school at 10:45 a. m. Christian EnKINDLY SEND TO SPME0NE WITH CANCER
of a violinist who was to thrill with Helen Warden, "the
girl in the case," deavor at 4 p. m.
Hungarian music Miss Bean soon Miss Amelia McFie was the coy maid St. John's Methodist
M
Episcopal Church
took possession of her audience and en, suffering to a certain extent from
at
from
the
hour
church
(Pastor's
held it, with possibly a few exceptions
She finally is won four to five on
Monday. C. F. Lucas, they will be sent to the dead letter
as long as she held her bow in hand. over
Mr. Lewis, who forgets his Pastor. Phone Black 179.)
by
office at Washington:
The exceptions were those who failed bashfuluess when he discovers
the
Apodaca. Miss Frances.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
to realize that to enjoy music one trickery of John Blackburn, who had
11
m.
a.
Theme:
at
Andorf, Mr. C. A.
Preaching
all
the
with
must be silent and listen
tried to win the girl by displaying an "The Official Work of the Holy
Margarita G.
power one possesses.
alleged mortgage on t.he family farm Spirit."
Mrs.
Mary A.
Carney,
Miss Bean has a fine stage presAsHiram Warden, a good, old counClass meeting at the close of the
Chavez, Mersedez.
ence and while wrapped in the sweet
try farmer and father of pretty
Blibben, Mr. John.
harmonies of her violin, her face Helen, "Gus" Koch scored, as he a!- sermon.
Burns, Mrs. F. (!.
..
comes
music
the
from
tnat
fT
J
the
Un.....
speaks
as a,nnmmnll
ways uues. jii. rvucu
gcmai,
The New Acts of the Apostles, '
Brant, Mr. Floyd.
soul. Her first piece was "Der Sohn
sort of . Pa and he had ject:
Dallo, Mrs. Pietro.
der Haide " by Keler Bela. the Hun- the audience with him from the mo- O E. Schofield, leader.
Ferrell, Mr. Delmont.
Preaching at 7:30 p. m. Theme:
garian composer who dwells in this ment he looked at it from his twinkFerrell, Mr. 1). I),
selection on the pleasures of roaming ling eyes. Mrs. Clarence Abbott, as "Sins of the Imagination."
will
Methodist
Brotherhood
The
tforotieh the forests.
(iallegos, Don Andres.
Aunt Mandy Warden rose to the demeet
7:30.
at
evening
Monday
Hyden, Miss Maggie.
of
a
of
Bean
Miss
mands made upon her as portrayer
surety
displayed
Jones, C. B.
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening
technique and such depth in her a "strenuous" personality and she
Lopez, Mr. Paulin.
expression that a great wave of ap- ruled the ranch with an Iron Chancel- at 7:30.
After the prayer meeting the monthlx)vato, Miss Gertrudes.
plause carried her out for an encore. lor's hand. Mrs. Samuel Cartwright,
Medrans, Mr. Romancito.
And again this young violinist, with- as Lucinda Perkins, also did well, and ly meeting of the official board.
out any mannerisms, drew the bow her costume was decidedly fetching.
Merritt, Miss Fannie.
Everyone welcomed.
Ortiz, Jose La Cruz.
gracefully over her violin and sweet But Julius Loomis, as the mischievsounds again .held in rapture the ous,
Parmer, Mr. H. H.
Rube, made one
Probably the greatest coffee substitrue lovers of music. And then there of the greatest hits of the evening. tute yet produced is that now known
Phillips, Mrs. C. A.
was another burst of applause and He figured in several fist fights and to grocers everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
Rodgers, Mr. J. L.
then the sound of prolonged hand clap- certainly displayed a length of arms Health Coffee. It actually goes a Shaffer, Mr. Frederic.
ping told plainly that a second en- that might have made Johnson stare third farther than all others, and beSandall, Dr. L. B.
core was earnestly desired. Once in amazement.
Rube created a furor sides it is "made in a minute." No
Trujillo, Sr., Diego Antonio.
more the young violinist came forth in the last act by losing his wig. He 20 or 30 minutes tedious boiling is at
Leonard, Mr. Walter.
and trailing faintly but sweetly re regained it, however, and with it he all necessary. Pure toasted grains,
Townsend, George.
malt, nuts, etc., have been so cleverly
Valdes, Jose Laro.
blended as to give a wonderfully satVigil, Senor Eduardo.
isfying, true genuine coffee flavor and
Willis, Mr. R. H., (2).
And not a grain of real coffee
taste.
Wood, Mrs. Mary.
'V
A
,
M
,
. ;
is used. 100 cups, 25c. Sold by Frank
'
In calling for these letters please
'
i
; '
S "
Andrews.
state whether "advertised" or not.
e
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Territory of

FOR RENT OR SALE
writer. J. a. Sloan.
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Postmaster.

MONEY AND METALS.
New York. Jan. 29. Call money
nominal, prime mercantile paper 4
(ft 5
per cent; Mexican dollars 44;
Amalgamated 82; Atchison 116
Southern
New York Central 1191-2- ;
Union Pacific 187
Pacific 128
Steel 84
pfd. 123
and
New York, Jan. 29. Copper
Silver
lead nominally
unchanged.
1-- 2
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It is a dangerous thing to take a
cough medicine containing opiates
that merely stifle your cough instead
of curing it. Foley's Honey and Tar
loosens and cures the cough and expels the poisonous germs, thus preventing pneumonia and consumption.
Refuse substitutes and take only the
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar in
the yollow package. Sold by all drug-sioPlay; Robert Martin of New
York City, a large box of beautiful
ribbon for the orphans.

GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 29. Wheat Jan.
112
NOTICE OF SALE.
May 111
In the District Court, County of Santa
. Corn
Jan. 62
May 66
Oats Jan. 47
Fe, Territory of New Mexico.
May 46
James W. Norment, Plaintiff,
Pork Jan. $20.65; May $20.95.
- '
vs.
Lard Jan. $11.75; May $11.70.
Defendant.
Ribs Jan. $11.5011.37
Frank Dibert,
Whereas on the 31st day of DecemWOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 29. Wool, un- ber, 1909, in a certain action pending
in which
changed; territory and western medi- in the above named court
and
was
W.
Norment
James
plaintiff
fine
mediums,
ums, 2528;
2024;
the
was
Dibert
Frank
defendant,
fine, 1221.
decourt
and
ordered
named
above
LIVESTOCK.
of
sale
the
creed
the
following deKansas City, Mo., Jan. 29. Cattle-Rec- eipts
estate
real
scribed
200, including 100 southerns;
Beginning at the northeast corner
market, steady. Native steers $4.75
of
Palace hotel lands where the
3--

3--

1--

1

V

r;

:

1

-

t, .v.V3

to-wi-t:

the

southern steers $4.255.50;
southern cows $2.75?f4.50; native
cows and heifers $2.605.50; stackers
and feeders $3.255.25; bulls $3.50
4.90:
calves
$3.758.00; western
steers $4.506.00; western cows $3.00

7.00;

same intersects the lands of J. A.
Wood, and thence
northwesterly
v.1
'
along the land of J. A. Wood and H.
; .
yJ
F. Stephens and lands of the plaintiff
to a point where an Acequia formerly
ran along the west side of said land
4.75.
in question, and thence southerly
Hogs
Receipts, 2,000 ; market, along land now or formerly of C. M.
weak. Bulk of sales $8.108.30; Gallesos to land of Palace hotel.
'
heavy $8.30(g"8.40; packers and butch-er- s thence easterly along said land of
' ' ' V '
$8.108.35;
light $7.808.25; Palace hotel to point of beginning.
kpigs $6.757.75.
Bounded on the north by land of H.
market, F. Stephens and plaintiff, on the
Sheep
Receipts, 200;
Muttons $4.255.60; lambs ' south by land of Palace hotel, on the
steady.
MISS VIRGINIA BEAN,
fed western wethers and east by land of J. A. Wood, on the
And the Violin With Which She Sang Her Way Into the Hearts of a Large $6.007.85;
fed western j west by land of the plaintiff and land
$4.75
7.40;
yearlings
Audience at the Elks Theater Last Night.
ewes $4.255.45.
now or formerly of C. M. Gallegos,
Chicago, 111., Jan. 29. Cattle Re- situate in Ward Four and Precinct
dull and weak. Eighteen of the city and county of
sponded with another musical gem. seemed to find his memory, and the ceipts, 800; market,
Mrs. V. L. Bean, the young violinist's receipt for the paying off of the mort Beeves 4.007.50; Texas steers $3.75 Santa Fe, N. M. Also a piece of land
western steers $4.005.90; situate in Ward Four, Precinct Eigh4.15;
mother lending sympathetic support gage on his "Pa's farm, thereby savstockers and feeders $3.005.40; cows teen, beginning at a point where
on the piano.
ing the family.
Bullis street intersects Bartlett street,
The last selection was the SereMiss Ramona Baca and Miss Anita and heifers $2.005.50; calves $7.00
nade "Dadine" by Gabriel Marie and Baca were really clever. Miss Ramo 9.25.
running thence in a westerly direcmarket, tion along the north side of Bullis
afforded the violinist an opportunity na took the part of the boy Zeke and
Receipts, 15,000;
Hogs
to show her technique in producing seated in her dog cart drawn by a ' weak to shade lower. Light $7.9o
street to land now or formerly of
This picking or real Shetland pony she, or rather, he, 8.35; mixed $8.058.45; heavy $8.15
Helen M. Thornton, thence northerly
"pizzicato" effects.
rough $8.158.25;. good to along the east line of said tract of
plucking of the strings produces short looked like a winner. His love mak- 8.45;
land to the foot of the hill, thence
speaking tones and remind one of ing to Daisy was amusing. Miss Ani- choice heavy $8.258.45; pigs $6.90
such instruments as the harp, lute ta Baca looked very pretty and acted 7.90; bulk of sales
,
easterly along the foot of the hill and
and guitar. Miss Bean threw a warmth her part well.
2,000;
market, on the south side of land owned now
Sheep
Receipts,
of expression into the serenade so tjjiat
There were several catchy songs. steady. Natives $3.905.90; western 'or formerly by Rafael Chaves and
one was easily transported to for- One was sung by "Gus" Koch and anIgnacio Maes to the intersection of
yearlings
$6.757.'
$3.905.90;
eign shores where music, like,' flow- other about the moon sung by Miss lambs native $6.008.30; western
Hillside avenue, thence
southerly
ers, is certainly the language of Anita Baca. Both were warmly ap
8.30.
along the south side of Hillside avelove.
nue to where it intersects Bartlett
Miss Sanford as the piano
plauded.
or
Miss Bean's second selection,
contributed to the suc
street, thence south along the west
accompanist
LETTER
LIST.
first encore, was Elga's "Love Greet- cess of the warblers.
side of Bartlett street to point of beings" an'd in its Interpretation she
situate in the county and city
an
W.
F.
attained
Mann
ginning,
has
uncalled
of
letters
List
remaining
showed herself an artist.
of
Santa
of
theatri
field
Fe, N. M.
in
N.
the
for In the postofflce at Santa Fe,
reputation
,
On which string of the violin did
And whereas the undersigned Clarventures
his
cal
because
1910.
week
29,
management
Jan.
for
the
M.,
ending
Miss Bean show greatest excellence
ence O. Harrison was duly appointed
It matters little in these columns; cer- have been successes. One of his most If not called for within two weeks
the court to sell said property undramatizathe
is
by
productions
popular
tain It Is she achieved the object
der
said decree. Now notice is herefamous
Holmes'
of
tion
J.
Mary
which Is the ambition of every violin
that on the 21st day of
which
by
Sunshine"
given
novel,
and
'Tempest
violin
the
made
virtuoso she
really
A.
D. 1910, at the hour of
on
March,
will
be
seen
theatre
at
Elks'
the
sing, and its song went straight to
twelve
noon, of said day at
o'clock,
night.
Wednesday
heart.
the
the court house door in the city and
(Mr. Mann has engaged a splendid
New
As regards "Rube and His Ma" just cast, comprised of such well known j
J liairA rton tisitiff fa oirafa 'frr Ttl. county of Santa Fe, territory of
said
decree
in
of
Bessie
as
actresses
Mexico,
Debeau
and
Marie
pursuance
a few words. If the object of come
gomnia, witb which I have been afflicted
of- dy is to amuse and create laughter, Dunlop, supported by Carl Winterhoff, for twenty years, and. I can say that Cas-- and in conformity thereto I will
me
to
the
relief
more
than
have
vendue
carets
for
sale
fer
any
given
Fred
C.
at
Robert
scenes
public
Bennett, Earle
Ross,
present
through the amusing
I have ever tried. I shall- highest and best bidder for cash all
ed, certainly the company made up Perrin and others well known, in the, other remedy
friendcommend
them
to
certainly
my
and slngular the real eBtate
of local talent and drilled by Mrs. R. theatrical . field.
, efl ftbove
and
The seat sale begun this morning
L. Baca, scored a success last night
111
,, Thos. Gillard, Elgin,
for the payment of costs and attorfor not only simple Rube and his Ma, at Fischer's drug store.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
but the entire cast kept the audience
ney's fees.
10c. toe, sue. Never sold ia bulk. Thoirea- CLARENCE O. HARRISON,
In gales of laughter. And by the way
Ihere will De an entire Change Of nine
tablet stamoedCCC.
Guaranteed to
824
Commissioner.
it was a good sized audience that pictures tomorrow, Sunuday, night at . cure or your money back.
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deBcrib-MlaUlJia-

wprtrf
.

D., 1910.
To

store-building- s,

3--

:

leg

make, furnish and supply
abstracts of title of properties, in
cluding real estate, mines and all
other classes of property; to certify
and furnish certificates of the cor
rectness of such abstracts of title,
and to guarantee the title to such
properties.
b. To buy, sell, lease, own, control
and manage all kinds and classes of
property, either on commission, stat
ed consideration, or on option con
tract; to contract for, build, con
struct, manage, own and control hotels, dwelling houses, stores, mines,
mining properties, irrigation proper
manufacturing
ties,
plants and properties; to own, buy.
sell and deal in any and all kinds of
bonds, stocks and securities; to act
as agent and to collect the rents and
profits of other property owners,
c. To purchase, own, control, man
age, conduct and deal in insurance
agencies either for the handling, so
liciting, writing or placing of fire, life
or accident insurance for such classes of insurance companies; also to
represent as agent, attorney or
pjate- bonding
companies,
glass insurance companies and fideli
ty companies, and to procure busi
ness for the same.
d. To guarantee and warrant the
title to property.
e. To take, receive, own, control
and deal in mortgages,
mechanic's
builder's vendor's and other kinds
and classes of liens on property, and
to make, execute or give mortgages on
all kinds of property owned or hereafter acquired by this company, for
the purpose of raising money to be
used by said company in its business.
4th. The total authorized capital
stock of this corporation is fifteen
thousand dollars, divided into one
hundred and fifty shares of the par
value of one hundred dollars each;
and the amount of capital stock with
which this company shal' commence
business shall be and is the sum of
ten thousand dollars, which shall be
fully, paid up and
5th. The names and poftoffice ad
dresses and the number of shares for
which severally and respectively we
do hereby subscribe are as follows
A. B. Renehan, Santa Fe, N. M., 44
a.

GRIMSHAW,

MARKET KbPORT

n

to-wi-

'''".

"

inirty-sixt-

HIGH
SALESMEN
WANTED
CLASS TO SELL THE FINEST
GROCERIES EVER OFFERED IN
THE WEST THE KIND ONLY OBTAINABLE IN A METROPOLITAN
CITY TO FARMERS, STOCKMEN,
AND
RESTAURANTS
HOTELS,
OTHER CONSUMERS WHO ARE
ENTHUSIASTIC OYER OUR GOODS,
BUY AT SIGHT OF SAMPLES AND
CUSTOMREMAIN PERMANENT
BIG
COME WITH THE
ERS.
PURE
ORIGINAL
HOUSE THE
NO INVESTMENT
FOOD PEOPLE.
UNNECEXPERIENCE
ASKED;
ESSARY; COMMISSIONS ADVANCED. NUMEROUS OLD TIME GOR-CERWHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
OUR
NOW SELLING FOR US.
GOODS NEVER SOLD TO OR BY
TERRITORY FILLING
PEDDLERS.
UP FAST. APPLY TODAY WITH
REFERENCES. JOHN SEXTON &
CO., IMPORTING & MANUFACTURING GROCERS, LAKE & FRANKLIN
STS., CHICAGO.

Assembly), and the acts
amendatory thereof and supplement
al thereto, do hereby certify as fol
lows:
1st. The name of the corporation is
The Santa Fe Abstnct, Realty and
Insurance Agency.
2nd. The location of the principal
office of said corporation in the Territory of New Mexico is room number 19, Catron Block, in the city of
Santa Fe, and the name of the agent
County of Santa Fe ss.
1
therein and in charge thereof, and
hereby certify that this instruupon whom process against this cor- ment was filed for record on the 17th
.
poration may be served is A. B. Rene-han- day of January, A. D., 1910, at 1
o'clock p. m., and was duly recorded
3rd. The objects for which this in Book I of the records of Corpts.
corporation is formed are as follows, page 337 on this 21 day of Jany., A.

islative

r

..

.

NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretay of New Mexico.
(Seal)
Certificate of Incorporation of the
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty and
Insurance Agency.
We, the undersigned, in order to
form a corporation for the purposes
hereinafter stated, under and pur
suant to the provisions of the act of
the legislature of the Territory of
New Mexico, entitled, "An Act to
regulate the formation and govern
ment of corporations for mining, man
ufacturing, industrial and other pur
VJ,

Captain Brookes.

FOR RENT Store room formerly
occupied by Candy Store. George M.
Kinsell.

D., 1909.

suits.' (Chapter

must have

A good cook,

FOR RENT Two furnished rooms,
light housekeeping, 444 Cerrillos St

1

Anti-Saloo-

A guod typ

w

e.

Witness my hand and seal of

office
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
P. C. and Recorder, Santa Fe Co. N. M.

months after filing this certificate,
shall consist of A. B. Renehan, E. P.
Davies, and George M. Kinsell, who
shall act as such directors until their
successors are duly elected and have

qualified.
Sth. The following named persons
shall, respectively, be the officers of
said corporation until their successors are duly elected and have qualified,
President, A. B. Renehan.
Vice President, George M. Kinsell.
Secretary and treasurer, E. P. Dato-wi- t:

vies.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF,

we have

hereunto set our bands and seals
this 30th day of November, iy09.
(Signed) A. B. RENEHAN,

E. P. DAVIES,
GEORGE M. KINSELL,
PAUL BUTT.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe ss.
On this 30th day of November, A.
D. , 1909, before me personally
ap
peared A. B. Renehan, E. cP. Davies,
George M. Kinsell and P. Butt, to me
known to be the persons named in
and who executed the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged that they
executed the same as their free act
and deed.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my hand and seal the
day and year in this certificate above

written.

(Signed)

STELLA V. CANNY,

There is no Quinine, nothing what
ever harsh or sickening in Preventics.
These little Candy Cold Cure Tablets
act as by magic. A few hours and
your threatening Cold is broken. Candy
like in taste, Preventics please the
children and they break the feverish-nesalways. And least of all is the
economy. A large box 48 Preventics
25 cents.
Ask your druggist. He
knows. Sold by
Co.

s,

Striplingr-Burrow-

s

TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

Leave Santa Fe at 9 a .m. to con
nect
with No. 10 from the south and
E. P. Davies, Willard, N. M.,
also No. 3 from the east, rewest,
shares.
arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
turning
M.
N.
M.,
Kinsell, Santa Fe.
George
Leave
Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to con
7 shares.
also takes
Paul Butt, Santa Fe, N. M., 5 shares nect with No. 1
pass6th. The duration of this corpora passengers for No. 2
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
tion shall be fifty years.
7th. The number of directors of arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
this corporation shall be three, but l's connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to consaid number may be increased at any
In case of any nect with Nos. 7 and 9
time by the
Returnincrease of the number of directors: and Nos. 4 and 8
the additional directors shall be elect ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 p. m.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
ed as may be provided in the
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
by the directors or by the stockhold
ers at an annual or special meeting. a. m.
Train arrives from the north at 4
The Board of Directors of this cor
poration shall have the right to malTe p. m.
New Mexico Central.
and adopt all
for the regu
lation of the business of this corpora
Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25.
tion, subject to alteration or repeal
by the stockholders. The first board
of directors of this corporation, to
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
act as such during the first three any case of kidney or bladder trouble
(Notarial Seal)
Notary Public. that is not beyond the reach of mediMy commission expires April 17th, cine. It invigorates the entire sys1913.
tem and strengthens the kidneys so
ENDORSED:
they eliminate the Impurities from the
No. 6214.
blood. Backache, rheumatism, kidney
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6 Page 25
and bladder troubles are all cured
Commence
Articles of Incorporation of
by this great medicine.
THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT, REAL taking at once and avoid Bright's

shares.

44

west-boun-

east-boun-

d

west-boun-

s.

east-boun-

by-law- s

by-la-

TY & INSURANCE AGENCY.
Filed in Office of Secretary of New
Mexico, Dec. 2, 1909, 3:30 p. m.
It is an admitted wcv mat real esNATHAN JAFFA,
tate', financial men and merchants all
Secretary. say that quickest and best results ae
njompared C. F. K. to J. O.
obtained by advertising in the New
Territory of New Mexico,
Mexican.

TIIE SAXTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FE, X.
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

per sack $1

65

3,

-

christian brothers

PMVm COMMERCIAL LITERARY

SCIENTIFIC

FRESH EGGS

MILK

O

:

Its use

a protection and a

ft4

'

,

minister PURCHASED CHILD WAS
Archaeology The German
has addressed a note to the foreign
BRUTALLY MURDERED.

Santa Fe,

"Friend-Makin-

Standard

.

St. Michael's College

A

I

Fifty Years

mid-wint-

F. ANDREWS

m

1910.

LOU- R-

KEYST01E

CREAM

29,

Two.)

FOR RENT Four rurnistied rooms
for housekeeping. Hot and cold water,
kitchen, sink, use of bath. Mrs. M. C.
Miller, Garfield Ave.
Train Reports The Santa Fe trains
are reported as follows: Sub of No. 1
on time; regular Xo. 1, 9:20; No. 9,
and No. 7, 11:30; Nos. 2, 4 and 8, on
time. The branch will leave Santa
Fe on time. The Denver & Rio Grande and the New Mexican
Central
trains are Teported on time.
No Ratter Fiour to fcn had at any Price.
All Applicants Passed Word
has
been received from the territorial department of education that all the applicants for certificates attending the
examinations held January 14 and 15, were successful, and
can have their certificates by applying (or writing) to Hon. J. E. Clark,
TRY Wou Will
if
take it harlr
firtPQ nnt c nit vnn
territorial
superintendent of public in11
u
uuuu
vuuu
in
iuuu it
uui uuii juu
iy
struction, Santa Fe, N. M.
Will Build Houses Mrs. J. Lowitz-- i
ki has let the contract to Avigust Rein-garto erect a model cottage on
It will
Marcy and Grand avenues.
Phone Ko 4.
Phone No. 4
have five rooms and a bath and will
be of brick. "Work has already been,
construction. Mrs.'
begun on its
Lowitzki will rent the house whep. it
is completed. D. S. Lowitzki is erecV
ing two h ouses similar in size and
design of Collage street. They will be
rented, also.
"Our Bread Wagon" Will begin
calling at your door daily from February 1st, loaded with nice fresh
bread, pies, cakes, doughnuts, rolls,
buns, cookies, etc. Give us your
New Mexico
standing orders or place your order a
day ahead and you will always get
just what you want. Our bread man
will also solicit your grocery orders
S'9rye?hEd
which will be promptly filled and delivered.
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
F. ANDREWS,
No. 4 Grocery and Bakery. '
Ideal Weather It is to continue
fair tonight and tomorrow according
to the weather bureau. The maximum
in the shade yesterday.
temperature
Academic and Preparatory Courses
was 41 degrees and in the sun 79 deform Separate Departments
grees. The minimum temperature last
night was 22 degrees. The relative
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.
Send for Prospectus
humidity at six o'clock last evening
Studies resumed iSeptember 1st.
was 39 per cent. A year ago today
was cold and clear, with 100 per cent
BROTHER WALTER President
of sunshine, a maximum of 33 and a
minimum of 10 degrees.
Comet Arouses
Discussion The
New Mexican's exchanges are filled
with yarns, scientific and otherwise,
about the comet, which can be seen
to such good advantage each evening
TAKE A JOY RIDE ON
at Santa Fe, the clear atmosphere at
this altitude, making the celestial visThe Health Merry-Go-Rou- nd
itor especially conspicuous in this reThe latest announcement is
AT CORDOVA'S ON GALISTEO STRSET gion.
&
that it is about to split, whether from
Prof. FLAVIO SILVA Proprietor
self importance or pure inability to
5c A Ride 5c.
Telephone No Ho Red
hold together, scientists do not say.
HOURS Weekday 2 to 9 p. m.
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
Sunday 1 to 9 p. m.
Germany Interested in School of

&

SATURDAY, JANUARY

Minor City Topics.

CA

$1.05

M.

spite of testimony introduced as to
the artist's past hie, he believed him
office at Washington stating that the
to have reformed and to be a fit
"inGerman government takes great
Butte, Mont.. Jan. 29. Having pur- companion for the child. Christy now
terest in the proposed establishment chased a four months' old habv in lives in Duncan
Falls, whither he
of a school in New Mexico of archa- , this city it is
alleged for $25, and then went, it was testified in the hearing,
eology, ethnology and American lan taking it to Livingston, Mont., where to escape the pitfalls of New York.
guages, and would be willing to con- she
bought clothes for it, and then
tribute funds towards its support,
buried it in six inches of
having
at
the
same time German pro- on an island in the Yellowstone sand NEW MEXICO CERTIFICATES OF
sending
INDEBTEDNESS
HOLDERS'
river,
fessors and students to teach in and
opposite Livingston, is the charge
NOTICE.
the
school.
profit by
which faces Mrs. George Thompson,
Certificate of Indebtedness.
now in jail at Livingston. Last OctoTo meet a casual deficit in the revSUDDEN
DEATH OF
ber, Mrs. Thompson took the child enues, dated March 1, 1909.
CONDUCTOR A. P. GATCHELL.
from this city to Livingston, where
Notice is hereby given to the holdshe carried it into a store wrapped in ers of the following described CertifiWas One of the Veteran Employes of
a silk skirt, and where she bought cates of indebtedness that all of the
the Santa Fe System Funeral
clothes for it. Later she was seen same have been and are hereby called
at Las Vegas.
to cross a bridge to the island and for redemption on Marcn 1, 1910, and
Early this morning, A. P. Gatchell, return without
the baby. The child's will be cashed and redeemed on prea veteran conductor of the Santa Fe
was found shortly arterwards sentation thereof at the office of the
body
system, died at his home in this city
in the sand. Mrs. Thompson territorial treasurer, Santa Fe, N. M.,
of rheumatism of the heart. He had buried
does
not
deny buying the baby but such certificates of indebtedness bebeen a sufferer from the disease for
denies knowing of how the ing: $S,500, 6 per cent certificates of
absolutely
a long time, but yesterday was up and
child died. The fact "that the child indebtedness, to meet casual deficit in
about and was planning to return to
was offered for sale in Butte for $25 the revenues, dated March 1st, 1909,
his work on next Tuesday. Mr.
due March ist, 1914. 20 per cent of
has been established.
Gatchell had been conductor on the
issue payable by lot annually. At the
Santa
branch the past three
drawing held in the office of the teryears and came here from Las Vegas. LOSES CHILD BECAUSE
ritorial treasurer, the following numHe had been in the employ of the rail, OF HER INTEMPERANCE.
bered certificates were drawn and are
road company for about thirty years.
Zanesville, O., Jan. 29. Probate hereby called for redemption: NumHe was a member of the A. O. U. W. Judge Smith handed down his decis- bers 18, 19, 21,. 27, 33, 35, 37, 42, 46,
and the Order of Railway Conductors. ion in the famous Christy case, award- 50, 56, 59, 60, 65, 70, 77, 81. Each and
He was aged 63 years and besides his ing Howard Christy, his daughter. every one being of the amount of five
wife is survived by a son who arriv- Mrs. Christy had sought by habeas hundred dollars.
ed this afternoon from Albuquerque corpus proceedings to obtain possesAll such certificates of indebtedness
to make arrangements, and . a daugh- sion of the girl.
cease to draw interest from and after living at Denver. The funeral will
Judge Smith, yesterday afternoon ter March 1. 1910.
take place at Las Vegas. Mr. Gatch- committed the child to the care of
Dated at Santa Fe,, New Mexico,
ell had a host of friends and was well her grandparents,,, Mr. and Mrs.
",t
29th, 1910.
January
liked by his fellow workingmen and Frank Christy at Duncan Falls, near
M. A. OTERO,
the communities in which he made his here. In making this decision Judge Treasurer of the Territory of New
Smith expressed his belief that in
home.
Mexico.
y

i
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We want to clean up this entire stock of
winter goods; we'd a good deal rather give
you the benefit of our extremely low prices
now than to carry these goods through uotil
next fall; we're willing to allow you something on the price a good generous slice of
it to pay you for doing the carrying over.

g"

SALE

We're selling Hart Schaffner & Marx fine
suits and overcoats in this sale; if you're
familiar with what that name stands for, we
need'nt say any more except to quote prices.
If you're not familiar by experience, no w's
a good time for you to learn the value of
good clothes.

thing we like about
a clearance sale like ours,
if we don't make a lot

TnE

of profit, selling clothes at less

than they're worth, we certainly do make a lot of friends.
Every time we get a man into

SUITS & OVERCOATS

one of our

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

suits and overcoats, we know
we've made him a solid friend
of our store, and of our merchandise. And we know that
friends are worth a good deal
more to a business than a few
dollars of immediate profit.

;

from
from
from

$22.50
$30.00
$25.00

Lots of good bargains

SwiraSa it I 'll

to
to
to

$17.50

$25.00

to be had

money on it.

v
icl-it-.rX O
UUQ 11 U Hi C

HART SCHAFFNER
MARX clothes.
Bart Schaffner &

in" our

other department: we're clearing stock in
shirts, ia neckwear, in fancy waistcoats;
hosiery, hats, Whatever you need to wear
is here, and just now is a good time to save

This cJ frryr
vvi li

Copyrlgbrigogty

$20,00

I)

i

j

&

M

NATHAN S A L AON

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

